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ABSTRACT
CHILDREN'S STORY COMPREHENSION AS A RESULT
OF STORYTELLING AND STORY DRAMATIZATION:
A STUDY OF THE CHILD AS SPECTATOR
AND AS PARTICIPANT
(May 1983)
Anita Page, B.A., New York University
M.A., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Masha K. Rudman
The two dramatic techniques most frequently used in
the elementary classroom are storytelling by the teacher
and story dramatization by the children. The former is in
the presentational mode, the latter in the participational
mode. Little research has been done which clarifies the
effect of these different modes on story comprehension.
This study addresses the need for more research whose
results could aid teachers to understand the specific
pupil gains in comprehension through a participational
or presentational approach and what kinds of stories lend
themselves best to which mode.
An empirical study was implemented in which thirty-
eight students in two elementary classes participated.
To assess story comprehension, two randomly selected
vi
groups in grade 1 and in grade 2/3 received two sessions of
alternating treatments of storytelling and story dramatiza-
tion.
The study demonstrated that children are more engaged
and involved through drama than through storytelling. First
graders, and particularly students who read below grade lev-
el, achieved more overall comprehension through drama
than through storytelling. Both activities are beneficial
for recall of sequence, details and vocabulary comprehen-
sion. Certain types of descriptive details and words are
better understood through storytelling, whereas enacted
words and details are better apprehended through drama.
Main idea, character motivation and identification are
better achieved through drama; inference is better achieved
through storytelling. The study also noted interaction
between mode of encounter and the nature of the stories
chosen, with regard to animal and human stories, level of
moral development and thematic complexity.
Recommendations of the study include more specific use
of the dramatic arts in the classroom, particularly for
less gifted readers, as an integral part of the reading pro-
gram. Future research should include formal observation of
participant behavior as well as treatment sessions con-
ducted by classroom teachers. The study concludes with
vi 1
recommendations for pre- and in-service training for
language arts teachers in storytelling and story
dramatization
.
vi i i
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The story, called by psychologist G. Bower (Gardner,
1980, p. 102), "the royal road" to understanding the
child's mind, occupies a very central place in children's
development. It is the form in which young students
assimilate new experiences and learn specific topics such
as history, geography and science as well as literature.
Many claims have been made for the benefits of the
dramatic arts to children's comprehension of this vital
narrative form.
The dramatic arts include a variety of techniques:
storytelling, pantomime, socio-drama, story dramatization,
puppetry, play production. All of these techniques use
the story form either through the children's participa-
tion or through adult presentation to children. Little
research has been done to clarify the effect of different
dramatic techniques and modes on children's understanding
of stories.
The two techniques most frequently used in the
elementary classroom are storytelling by the teacher and
story dramatization by the children. The former is in
the presentational mode, the latter is in the partici-
There is a need for more research thatpational mode.
2could aid teachers to understand the nature of children's
responses to a presentational or part icipat ional approach
and what kind of stories lend themselves best to which
mode (Stewig, 1982a).
In addition, there is a need for a teacher-training
program in the dramatic arts which would address this
larger issue of the value of participation by children
and presentation by an adult to students.
Purpose of the Study
Specifically, this study poses the following two
questions
:
What are the gains in story comprehension
for the child who listens to and observes
a storyteller as opposed to the child who
participates physically and vocally in
the dramatization of a story?
Which approach is most effective for a
specific component of story comprehension
such as sequence, details, main idea and
inference?
This study investigates if certain stories are dif-
ferently understood when taught by a storyteller and
when children act out a story. Results should indicate
3the need for more effective use of the spectator and
participant role in the dramatic arts. The inquiry also
examines the choice of appropriate dramatic material for
storytelling and for story dramatization.
The investigation falls within the larger educational
questions: What are the gains for the student as observer
and as listener? What are the gains for the student as
full participant in classroom activity? Recent assess-
ments of visual arts education in American high schools
raised these questions. In a 1981 National Assessment
of Educational Progress (Maeroff, 1981) reported in the
New York Times
,
evaluators of high school art programs
found that the predominant mode as evidenced in studio
courses in which students created their own art did not
necessarily enhance their understanding and appreciation
of the arts and their history, which are major objectives
of high school art programs.
Background to the Problem
The background to this investigation lies in the
development of certain aspects of American education as
well as the use of dramatic arts for educational pur-
poses .
The dramatic arts have long been accepted as
4important pedagogic tools. Storytelling is one of
humanity's oldest means of conveying its history,
mores, religion, customs and values. Before the ad-
vent of the printing press in 1450, it was the major
means of educating the masses who could not read. The
storyteller was often a central person in early cultures
providing the framework of values in which the young were
raised.
Theater, that is a play rehearsed and performed with
sets and costumes before an audience, has been used as a
teaching method since the beginning of theater itself.
The first Greek dramas were created to teach the myths
to the illiterate population of Greece. The Catholic
Church included dramatic enactments in services and in
pageants in the Middle Ages to instruct the faithful
in church history and legend. In the sixteenth century,
"Ralph Roister Doister," the first important comedy in
the English language, was originally written to be per-
formed by the boys of Gardiner's choir school. Racine
wrote "Athalie" for a French girls' school and, in
Germany in the nineteenth century, poets and playwrights
such as Goethe, Schiller and Hebbel wrote on the educa-
tional values of theater (Courtney, 1974).
The nineteenth century was also a time when certain
5educational theories and practices developed which would
influence the course of educational drama. The Swiss
educator Pestalozzi advocated that children should never
be told what can be discovered by the children themselves.
Edward Sheldon, Superintendent of Schools in Oswego, New
York, took up Pestalozzi' s ideas and encouraged sensory
activities in the Oswego schools. In the 1870' s, students
in his schools were simulating blindness after viewing
a painting of a blind girl (Duke, 1974, p. 20). Francis
Wayland Parker, Dean of the University of Chicago School
of Education, was an advocate of oral expression and
simple improvised activities in the classroom. The
Francis Parker School, founded in 1901, made drama a
central part of their curriculum (Popovich, 1961, p. 117).
An understanding of the value of storytelling in
education was evidenced early in this century in such
publications as Herman Horne's Storytelling, Questioning
and Studying, Three School Arts
,
1919, and Catherine
Dunlap Cather's Educating by Story-Telling , 1920.
In the first two decades of this century, John Dewey,
philosopher and educator at the University of Chicago,
established more firmly in theory and practice the
experience approach to education. He believed that "games,
plays, mimic efforts . . . are the foundation-stones of
6educational methods" (Popovich, p. 119). Followers of
Dewey implemented his ideas in progressive schools around
the country. The January, 1931 edition of Progressive
Education was devoted entirely to the role of dramatics
in progressive education. Much of this activity took
place in private or laboratory schools associated with
universities. His writings influenced the value placed
by educators in the child participating in dramatics
over the child watching a presentation by adults.
In the public school sector, important innovations
were happening. William Wirt of the Gary, Indiana,
schools developed a unique "platoon system" which varied
work-study-play. At some point in the day, each class
was assigned to the auditorium for one period during
which they participated in free dramatization which
provided the synthesizing activity that Wirt was urging
for the curriculum (Duke, p. 23).
It was, however, Winifred Ward who was able to
bring together the developments in education and drama
in her work in the late 1920's and early 1930 's in the
Evanston, Illinois, public schools. She emphasized the
importance of improvised drama based on written stories
or historical events. She coined the term "creative
dramatics" which is now used for all forms of improvised
drama by children in which the acting and speaking are
spontaneous, imaginative and unmemorized and for which
there is no planned audience (Ward, 1957a).
7
Ward's work in the Evanston schools, her training
of future drama leaders at Northwestern University and
the publication of her books Creative Dramatics for the
Upper Grades and Junior High School (1930b), Playmaking
with Children (1957a) and Stories to Dramatize (1952c)
made informal participatory drama a valued method in
education
.
During the 1950 's and 1960's, drama leaders such as
Peter Slade (1958), Brian Way (1967) and Dorothy Heathcote
(Wagner, 1976) asserted that improvised drama should go
beyond the written story and use children's own experiences
as the basis for dramatization. They argued that this
approach would help to integrate the physical, psycho-
logical and social forces in a child's life. This
integration was necessary for a child to work profitably
in a classroom.
At about the same time, theater director Viola
Spolin (1963a) was developing a series of theater games
to help actors tap their creative sources and develop
concentration and sensory awareness. Her exercises were
later developed into a carefully developed sequence for
use in the classroom which are extensively used in
8creative drama classes (1978b).
Creative drama now encompasses two distinct aspects.
One is the interpretation of given material such as a
written story or historical event, exemplified by Ward’s
approach. The other is the creation of new material from
the child's experience or imagination, typical of Way's
and Heathcote's methods. Stewig (1972b) has termed the
first approach, creative interpretation and the second,
creative improvisation. Often creative improvisation
takes up where interpretation has ended. For instance,
after children dramatize a written story, they are
encouraged to create a sequel to it or to create a drama
based on events that happen before the written story
begins
.
Whichever approach is used, creative drama leaders
claimed many cognitive and affective gains through their
work in classrooms. In fact, Ann Shaw (1970) found in
her study that most practitioners claimed cognitive objec-
tives over affective ones.
Increased government spending in Great Britain and
in this country made it possible for actors and story-
tellers to perform frequently in schools during the late
1960
' s and 1970' s. In designing and evaluating these
funded programs, artists and educators began to assess
9the specific benefits to children when they were audience
members of an adult performer as contrasted with their
own participation in drama within the classroom. There
was not a great amount of research to describe or
evaluate gains from either approach. Decisions to
perform to the students or involve them in participation,
whether to hire a storyteller or a creative drama
specialist were often made on an intuitive basis.
Not untypical of that dilemma was my experience
from 1977 to 1981 in a federal arts project as the
educational drama specialist and program coordinator.
My drama work was completely of a participatory nature.
The children were involved in theater games and in story
dramatization. Only in two of the sixteen programs did
actors do presentations for the children. This
researcher often told the story briefly to the children
before it was dramatized. However, no session was
entirely devoted to storytelling.
There was no research to support the project
director's decision that participation in dramatic
arts was more beneficial to children than being
audience members of a storyteller or of actors enacting
stories. The choices as to which method would be used
for which instructional objective were intuitive and
pragmatic. There was an unquestioned assumption among
10
the project developers that activities in which the
child participated were more significant than those in
which s/he was a spectator.
During the course of the four years with the
project, I became aware of the various effects on
children of the different techniques available to the
teacher of the dramatic arts. These techniques included
students’ participation in theater games, socio-drama,
story dramatization and adults enacting or telling
stories to children. I wanted to understand fully the
function of dramatic participation by children within
the classroom setting. In the spring of 1981, I under-
took an informal study in which the effects of partici-
pation and presentation on children's story comprehension
of different story structures were contrasted. The
results of this field study, which will be described
in detail in Chapter III of this study, emphasized the
need for further research into how different teaching
modes in the dramatic arts can be tied to specific
outcomes
.
Interest was further stimulated by writings of
Dr. Howard Gardner, Director of Project Zero, an inter-
disciplinary research group at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education which investigates symbolic func-
tioning with an emphasis on creation and comprehension
11
in the arts. In "Children's Literary Development" (1980),
he states that, "... the possibility that a child's
apprehension of a story may be materially effected by
the medium in which it has been presented deserves serious
examination
. . . Beyond question, further attention to
the conditions in which a story is encountered is indi-
cated" (p. 96).
Research completed in England further supported the
need for the proposed study. In Theatre in Education
,
New Objectives for the Theatre-New Techniques in
Education
,
O'Toole (1976) reported on two research pro-
jects by Coultas and Pick (1972) and one by himself. In
the last ten years, there has developed in England a
close relationship between local school districts and
actor/ teacher groups called Theatre in Education teams
(TIE). These theatre groups develop dramatic material
directly related to the school's curriculum. Sometimes
they perform to students who remain spectators, and
sometimes they engage the children in participation as
part of a play.
Coultas and Pick designed three plays for a TIE
project and worked with children in three ways: (1)
keeping the children as spectators; (2) allowing partial
participation; and (3) invoking full participation. They
found that the most total recall of events occurred in
12
the first play when children were spectators. In the
third, in which the children were fully participating,
they had a confused and partial picture of the story
line
.
In 0 Toole's study, a TIE team came to perform before
two different sets of students, ten classes in each group.
The two groups were prepared differently for the per-
formance. One group had the story told to them by the
teacher without any direct speech included in the nar-
ration. The other group had actors come in and involve
the entire class in enacting the story on which the
performance would be based.
He had the students write down as much of the story
as they could remember and draw a picture incorporating
details of the story. The study was done with ten
control and ten experimental groups. O'Toole found:
1. The experimental group had a better
overall grasp of the story and was better
able to follow the story to the end.
2. There was little difference in writing
length, with the control classes usually
writing a bit more. O'Toole's impression
was that the experimental groups wrote
more succinctly than the control classes
13
who were less precise and were often
repetitive (pp. 146-147).
The contrasting results of the Coultas and Pick
study and that of O'Toole's pointed to the need for more
research with carefully controlled variables and a more
objective means of evaluating data than O'Toole used.
Definition of Terms
The following are working definitions developed
for this study.
Story Comprehension : The literal, interpretive, evalu-
ative responses of a reader or listener. Four
categories which Purves and Rippere (1968) devel-
oped to describe reader responses have been used
in this study.
Perception includes sequence, details and main
idea.
Interpretation comprises inferences such as cause
and effect, drawing of conclusions and under-
standing of character motivation.
Evaluation includes the listeners' judgment
of the effect of the work (positive and
negative), opinion, likenesses and dif-
ferences between stories.
Engagement and Involvement refer to listeners
identification with the story's charac-
ters, with its actions and the ability
to "suspend disbelief."
14
Dramatic Arts : The full range of vocal, physical and
gestural techniques which use the human body and
voice to convey a story or pattern of emotional
experiences. Included are acting, storytelling,
improvisational drama, puppetry, readers theater,
pantomime, play production.
Mode : The overt behavior of the learner, specifically
as a spectator or as a participant.
Treatment : Refers here either to storytelling by an
adult or story dramatization by children with an
adult leader.
Participant Role : Physical and vocal involvement in
the dramatization of a story.
Spectator Role : Listening without interaction to an
adult storyteller.
Creative Dramatics : "Creative Dramatics is an inclusive
expression designating all forms of improvised
drama: dramatic play, story dramatization, im-
promptu work in pantomime, shadow and puppet
plays, and all other extemporaneous play"
(Ward, 1957, p. 3).
15
Story Dramatization : A two-stage activity within
creative dramatics (Stewig, 1982b).
Creative interpretation : The dramatic
interpretation of a known story
(written or in the oral tradition)
which has been introduced to the
children
.
Creative improvisation : Comprises
dramatization of stories which
children create from various
themes, their own experiences,
by interpolating and changing
known stories.
Storytelling : A prepared, dramatic presentation of a story
to an audience through full use of speech, voice and
gestural techniques. As used in this study, it does
not include participation through soundmaking or
hand gestures by the audience as is sometimes done
in storytelling sessions with children.
Methodology of the Study
The indications of my pilot study, the contrasting
results of the Coultas and Pick study and that of O'Toole's
pointed to the need for a close analysis of that initial
project, a further review of related research and a
16
carefully controlled empirical study which limited
variables
.
Before an empirical study of story comprehension
through the spectator or participant role was undertaken,
I examined research in several areas relevant to such an
inquiry
.
First, recent work by cognitive psychologists
described in Chapter II in story comprehension provided
the background for an inquiry into methods to achieve that
comprehension. They have demonstrated that the story form
is an important means of understanding children's cog-
nitive development. Studies in story grammar, particularly
of Stein, Glenn (1977), as well as by Howard Gardner (1977b)
and his associates, provided important insights into the
ways that children internalize story structures and
accommodate content to those structures. Their work
provided ways to analyze children's responses to story
dramatization and storytelling.
Other research areas examined in Chapter II are
the relations between creative drama, storytelling and
reading as well as oral comprehension. Included are
reading and language studies such as those by Allen
(1968) and by Henderson and Shanker (1978) which com-
pare standard reading instruction and ones which include
creative drama. Burgdorf (1966) compared oral story
17
comprehension and silent reading comprehension.
Pellegrini and Galda (1982) assessed children's
ability to retell a story they had heard after par-
ticipation either in discussion, drawing or dramatization.
Thirdly, research projects in educational media,
children's theater and oral interpretation were investi-
gated. In addition to a full discussion and critique of
the Coultas and Pick (1972), and of the O'Toole (1976)
studies mentioned previously, two other studies of
learning modes are reported in detail in this chapter.
Meringoff (1978) studied the different responses of
children to viewing a story on videotape and of children
who heard the same story from an adult reader. Mohrmann
and Kaplan's study (1977), although with college
students, provided useful information about the effect
of the anticipation of performing on story recall.
Pearson and Fielding's (1982) survey of performance
and listening research in the elementary schools, however,
resulted in different conclusions.
After an examination of related research, the pilot
project in West Springfield was analyzed for the direc-
tions it could provide for another more carefully con-
trolled study. In that pilot described in Chapter III,
three randomly-selected students were interviewed in
three classes for story comprehension after each of
18
the following three treatments:
1* Children participated as a group with a
leader in concluding the dramatization
of an open-ended story.
2. Children enacted a complete story that
had been told to them beforehand.
3. Children observed two actors enacting
several stories.
The results of this pilot study provided important in-
sights and helped establish procedures for an inquiry
which was undertaken at a school in the Mohawk Trail
Regional School District in Massachusetts.
The empirical study which resulted from an analysis
of the pilot project and an examination of related
research has been fully described in Chapter IV. This
project compared the results of treatments of storytelling
and story dramatization with thirty-eight students at the
Rowe Elementary School in terms of story comprehension.
The following research design was implemented.
Design of the Study
Hypotheses
1. The mode in which a child encounters a story
either as a spectator of a storyteller or
as a participant in story dramatization
19
affects his/her responses to that narrative.
2. Sequence, details and vocabulary of a story
are better understood when the child is a
spectator of a story than when s/he is a
participant in story dramatization.
3. Character motivation, identification with
the character, inference and main idea are
better understood when a child is a partici-
pant in story dramatization than when s/he
is a spectator of a storyteller.
Population
Two classes of the Rowe Elementary School in Rowe,
Massachusetts, participated. The classes consisted
of sixteen first-grade students and twenty-two second/
third grade students. Special education students were
included in the study as it is usual practice for them
to participate in whole class activities such as music,
drama, art and physical education.
The school is unique in the school district because
of a favorable budget due to support from a local nuclear
power plant and an energy storage plant. Through small
classes, instructional programs and teacher attitudes,
the school endeavors to meet the individual needs of its
students. It has a very warm social environment and it
20
is administered in a non-authoritarian manner. The
teachers participate in much of the planning and
organization of the school.
The student population is drawn from the children
of the technicians at the power plant, of artists and
craftsmen, many of whom have come from urban areas. In
addition, there are children of the indigenous, often
very poor rural population.
In both classes, the teacher frequently read to
the children. Previous to the treatments, I had been
conducting story dramatization sessions on a weekly
basis for about three months.
Treatment
The two classes were visited two times in alternating
weeks. Each class was randomly divided in half. During
each visit, the two halves of the class received different
treatments of the same story.
One-half of each class was told a story in the gym
while the other half of the class remained in the class-
room. The story was told by an adult using full voice and
speech intonation, emphasis and phrasing. Appropriate
hand and face gestures were used. The story was tape-
recorded so that the students had the opportunity
to
hear it a second time immediately following the
live
storytelling
.
21
Then, the other half of the class, which had remained
in the classroom, worked in the gym while the first group
returned to the classroom. They were told the same story.
This group then dramatized the story under the direction
of the same teacher.
On the second visit, this procedure was followed
using a different story. The treatment groups were
switched. Therefore, the storytelling group became the
drama group and the drama group became the storytelling
group. This reversal was an attempt to assure that the
treatment and not the nature of the population dictated
results
.
Data Collection
Four means of data collection were used to assess
story comprehension through the dramatic arts.
1. Two questionnaire instruments : A ten-item
multiple-choice questionnaire for each story.
Each questionnaire included questions on main
idea, sequence, detail and inference of the
stories that students encountered through
the storyteller or through their own
dramatization (see Appendix C and F).
2 Picture sequence instrument : Each child was
asked to arrange a series of three or four
22
pictures depicting beginning, middle and
end events of the story told. This instru-
ment took into account the possibility that
some children understand more than they are
able to verbalize (see Appendix D and G).
3. Interview : Each participant was asked to
retell the story in his/her own words. The
retelling was tape recorded and rated (see
Appendix E and H).
4 . Records of students* reading ability :
Evaluation of each student’s reading ability
based on the June report card. Classroom
teachers record reading achievement whether
it is above, on or below expected grade
levels
.
The questionnaire, taped interviews and picture
instruments were administered to each child individually
on the same day after each of the two treatments.
Story tel ling
n
Dramat i zat i on
Story I
Story 2
Group 1A 8 Group 2A 8
Group IB 11 Group 2B 11
( Quest ionnai res (Quest i onnai res
Picture Sequence Picture Sequence
Tapes
)
Tapes
)
Group 2A 8 Group 1A 8
Group 2B 11 Group IB 11
(Quest ionnai res (Questionnai res
Picture Sequence Picture Sequence
Tapes Tapes
)
ri = population
1 * Grade 1 A
2/3 = Grade 2/3 B
First group
Second group
Figure 1. Treatments for each story session.
Analysis and Evaluation of the Data
Each of the data sources was selected to collect
different information.
Questionnaires : To measure if either treatment
affects differently any of the components
of story comprehension. Also, to measure if
there were different results according to
age, type of story and reading ability.
Picture Sequence Exercise : To evaluate children s
ability to sequence properly pictures de-
picting events in the story.
24
Taped Interviews
: To assess understanding through
specific measures of children's retelling of
the story told to them. The measures are the
six story grammar categories established by
Nancy Stein: setting, initiating event, in-
ternal response, attempts, consequences and
reaction. Also, recall of character names,
specific details within the story grammar
categories and expressive telling of the story.
Reading Levels : To measure if reading ability
affected children's ability to comprehend
orally through either of these two dramatic
modes
.
Two raters evaluated the tapes. Prior to the treat-
ments, a rating sheet for the students' retelling of the
story was established. According to that rating system,
both raters evaluated a child's retelling according to
the presence or absence of the six story grammar cate-
gories, details within the categories, names of characters
and expressive retelling as evidenced by the use of
intonation, emphasis, inflection and phrasing.
The overall objective of this inquiry has been to
provide empirical evidence that the spectator role and the
participant role result in different pupil responses and
gains in the language arts.
25
The analysis of the data compiled in the empirical
study is found in Chapter V. The data have taken several
forms. First, the multiple-choice questionnaire responses
have been analyzed according to individual items as well
as total responses to the questionnaire. Specific cri-
teria were established for the evaluation of the taped
interviews with the students. These results have been
reported in statistical table form. All of these results
have been correlated to reading levels for all students.
In addition, a full discussion follows in Chapter V
of the results, particularly of the taped interviews
with the children. This narrative has expanded on the
established criteria for evaluating the questionnaires
and interviews. In particular, interviews of certain
students who have presented special learning problems
have been discussed.
Limitations of the Study
The ability to generalize from the results of this
study is limited by the small sampling size and the
number of treatments. Therefore, recommendations have
been made in Chapter VI for future research which would
involve a larger sampling, take place over a longer
period of time with more treatments and which would
investigate the interaction between mode of encounter
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and story content.
Another limitation which must be taken into account
is the fact that I was researcher as well as principal
of the school. Although the principal in that school was
not very authoritarian, children's expectations toward
the role of the principal are culturally established
even before students enter school. Another qualifica-
tion is the fact I have much more training in theater
and creative drama than do most classroom teachers.
Keeping this in mind, recommendations have been made in
this chapter for effective training of classroom teachers
in the dramatic arts. Included are a suggested syllabus
for a training program as well as a bibliography of
suggested source books.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Research literature relevant to the proposed study
of children s story comprehension through their own
dramatization and through an adult storyteller is found
in several fields. The studies discussed in this chap-
ter fall into the following categories:
1. Psychological studies on the relation-
ship between story comprehension and
cognition
.
2. The relation between reading, oral com-
prehension, and creative drama and
storytelling
.
3. Educational media, children’s theater
and oral interpretation.
Story Comprehension and Cognitive Development
In a study of story comprehension through the
dramatic arts, a review of the place of the story in
children's cognitive development is essential. Howard
Gardner (1980) writes that "few cultural elements have
achieved such centrality in the lives of children the
world over as have stories" (p. 102). Gordon Bowers sees
stories as providing a microcosm in which general features
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of human understanding can be studied (1976).
Research by Pitcher and Prelinger (1963) and Sutton-
Smith (1975) have demonstrated that children develop a
narrative competency not only comprehending stories told
to them but also in stories that they are able to tell
themselves
.
Bartlett's (1932) research on memory in the 1930's
was among the first psychological studies to relate cog-
nitive structures and story understanding. He found that
children did not always recall stories in the exact form
in which they had been told. He hypothesized that memory
was not only a function of incoming information, but also
of mental operations and structures that the listener
already had. Bartlett's work on memory touched on story
comprehension, but it was not until the 1970' s that his
research formed the basis of more precise work by
Rummelhart (1976), Mandler and Johnson (1977), and Stein
and Glenn (1977). In different studies, they formulated
that the story schema, a set of expectations about the
internal structure of stories which aids in recall and
understanding, serves as a general framework within which
detailed comprehension takes place.
All of these researchers formulated story grammars
which describe the process of encoding and recalling
stories. The grammars vary but a common assumption among
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all of them is that children use some kind of schematic
representation to guide the encoding and retrieval of
stories. Children have expectations about what should
occur in stories and the relationships of its parts.
Their retellings, they found, were significant means to
assess children's comprehension. For instance, Gardner
and Rubin (1977) tested first, third and sixth graders'
recall of a story in which the motivation had been deleted.
Third and sixth grade students who retold the story in-
cluded the motivation even though it had been deleted when
originally told by the researcher.
Nancy Stein's (1978a) story grammar work at the
Center for Reading Research at the University of Illinois
is of particular relevance to a study of storytelling
and story dramatization. She states that even the
simplest story includes the following categories:
1. Setting - Introduction to the protagonist;
can contain information about
physical, social or temporal con-
tent in which the remainder of
the story occurs.
2. Initiating Event - An action, an internal
event, or a natural occurrence which
serves to initiate or to cause a
response in the protagonist.
3. Internal Response - An emotion, cognition or
goal of the protagonist.
4. Attempt - An overt action to obtain the pro-
tagonist's goal.
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5. Consequence - An event, action, or end-
state which marks the attainment
or non-attainment of the pro-
tagonist's goal.
6. Reaction - An emotion, cognition, action or
endstate; expression of the pro-
tagonist's feelings about his goal
attainment or relating the broader
consequential realm of the pro-
tagonist's goal attainment (p. 49).
Stein's categories and subsequent research on its meaning
in story comprehension are valuable measures for assessing
children's retellings after oral and dramatic activities.
She conducted research in which she measured story
recall when any one of the above six categories was left
out or inverted. Children's comprehension was differently
affected according to which elements were deleted or
inverted. For instance, Stein found that recall de-
creased in the first grade when the consequence was
deleted. Also, recall was not affected when internal
response was omitted (p. 32).
Of great interest to the storyteller and to the
leader of story enactment is Stein's finding that certain
temporal manipulations of events actually improve memory
and may affect the number and type of inferences made by
a listener (p. 30). Storytellers and drama leaders often
change and invert events in a story to heighten its
dramatic effect or to make it more enactable for the number
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of children available to play parts. These practices may,
if consciously applied, aid in story comprehension. Gordon
Bower (1976) sees story research as possibly helping to
design better stories and in aiding the art of story-
telling (p. 512).
Stein's study was done using very simple story struc-
tures which do not compare to many of the more complex,
descriptive stories with well developed characters that
are used in storytelling or dramatization. Mandler and
Johnson saw story grammars as "ignoring semantics,
ritualized sequences and redundancies" (1977, p. 148).
Nor did her study include the vocal, gestural variations
that most storytellers use. Stein (1978b) is aware of
these criticisms and states that a rigorous test of
children's organizational skills demands the examination
of stories that violate the rules that she has established
in the grammar (p. 237b). She is also aware that seman-
tic content needs to be examined.
Also of interest to the dramatic arts is Stein's
finding that the presence of ambiguity or contradiction,
often found in complex stories, increases the number of
inferences but may also decrease the amount of accurate
information remembered in the story (p. 244b). This
finding could help teachers understand the use of
dramatization and the choice of stories for it.
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Stein states that research in story comprehension
must take into account the varying structures of different
stories. Her findings on story recall of six to eight
year olds were more positive than that of Piaget's
because, she states, he did not take into account dif-
ference in story complexity. Although Piaget found that
children generally recall stories better than other kinds
of materials, such as instructions, he found poorly
organized story recall in children of six and eight
(p. 237).
Even with its limitations, story grammar analysis
is very useful to an assessment of story comprehension
through the dramatic arts. Stein's grammar has been
used as a means to measure story retelling in this
empirical study.
Creative Drama, Storytelling and Reading,
Language Development
Elizabeth G. Allen (1968) examined reading achieve-
ment among forty disadvantaged black students in the fifth
grade through three different treatments. Group I received
standard remedial reading instruction, consisting mainly
of reading and writing exercises. Group IT had creative
dramatics sessions designed to improve reading achievement.
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Group III received a combination of both approaches. A
Stanford Binet Reading Test was used to evaluate the
results. It was found that in none of the groups was
there an increase in word meaning. However, all groups
increased significantly on Paragraph Meaning. Only the
creative drama group increased in creativity according
to the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking.
It is unfortunate that the treatments could not have
been alternated so that it could be seen whether certain
children responded better to certain modes of learning
than to others. However, what is significant, particularly
in light of the criticisms by some educators that dramatics
take away from the achievement of cognitive objectives,
is the fact that groups using creative dramatics did as
well as the group using conventional methods.
In Henderson and Shanker's (1978) study, groups
were reversed. They studied reading comprehension of
three different reading groups. Two groups received
basal reading instruction with workbooks, and one received
drama and basal reading instruction. Groups were then
reversed. They found significant gains in comprehension
tests for groups that had had drama treatments.
Another reading study of interest is Burgdorf's
(1966) study of the ability of intermediate grade children
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to draw inferences from selections of children's literature.
She reported on the different results that occurred between
a group of students who read a story to themselves and a
group who had a story read to them. In her study of 432
children, she evaluated the following: purpose of the
story, style, plot development, setting, characterization,
realism, identification, value judgments.
In the study, one-half of the students read three
stories to themselves and one-half had stories read to
them. Burgdorf found that the scores on reading inferences
from literary selections were overall significantly higher
when children listened to stories read to them than when
they read stories themselves.
Her study included two variables: reading scores and
socio-economic class. She found that reading ability
scores were not related to literary inference scores of
the groups that had stories read to them. Reading scores
were related to literary inference scores in groups that
read the story. Also, she found that there was no relation-
ship between socio-economic class and literary scores of
children who listened to selections read.
Burgdorf' s study demonstrates the importance of
storytelling within the reading program, particularly for
the development of inference in the less gifted reader.
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Two studies assessed increase in word meaning after
creative dramatics treatments. Tucker's (1971) brief
treatment of creative drama with one kindergarten group
and traditional readiness experiences with another grouD
did not show significant differences on word meaning tests.
The drama group did score significantly higher on listening
skills, however. #
In Rubin's (1982) study, two groups of second
graders received creative drama and traditional vocabulary
instruction. The results were inconclusive. Her study
showed that there is evidence that creative dramatics has
a novel motivating force. After the first day of the
study, the drama group knew meanings for more words than
the other group. However, after several days, the children
were again tested on the words learned earlier in the week.
The creative drama group retained less at that point than
those taught by traditional methods of vocabulary instruc-
tion .
Another of the claims made for creative dramatics is
that it increases oral expression. Stewig and Young (1978)
investigated which oral expression factors could be
empirically demonstrated to increase as children parti-
cipated in creative drama.
They studied twenty fourth/fifth grade students who
participated in twenty creative drama sessions. Before
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the treatment, the students were shown a short cartoon
film without sound. They were then paired with a kinder-
gartner in order to tell them the cartoon story which
was recorded on a cassette player. After the twenty
treatment sessions were over, the students again saw a
cartoon film which they retold to the kindergartners in
the same manner as before the sessions.
The tapes were transcribed and language samples were
gathered according to four measures of language growth
identified by Loban (1963): number of words used;
main clauses with all the subordinate clauses attached;
number of clauses; diversity of vocabulary. The results
of the study showed that there were significant language
increases in three of the four measures. Although the
study was a small one in size, it does suggest a rela-
tionship between creative drama and oral language growth.
Unfortunately, there was no control group included in
this study. Therefore, it is difficult to know if the
growth would have happened during the course of normal
class instruction.
A.D. Pellegrini and Lee Galda (1982) conducted a
research project which has very immediate relevance to
the one proposed in this study. Kindergarten, first and
second grade students were all told a story in groups of
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four. Each of those groups then responded to the story
either through drawing, discussing the story or through
dramatic play. The children then took a criterion-
referenced test of ten questions. Then they were asked
to retell the story. Their retelling was audiotaped.
The dramatic play group in the kindergarten and first
grade better understood, solved and analyzed questions
than the drawing and discussion groups. The discussion
groups scored higher than the drawing group. However,
there were not significant quantitative differences at
the second grade level among the three treatments (p. 53).
There were, at the second grade level, qualitative dif-
ferences in the retellings. Children used a more dramatic
tone in their play and recreated dialogue among characters.
They appeared to have internalized the story (p. 54).
Educational Theatre, Media
and Oral Interpretation
A 1978 study in educational media relates very
directly to the current inquiry into mode of learning.
Meringoff's A Story A Story: The Influence of the Medium
on Children's Apprehension of Stories investigated how
children perceive a story when they encounter it in two
different media. She worked with forty-eight students
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in a primary school who were randomly divided in half to
have a story either read to them or to see a filmstrip of
the same story. The sound track of the filmstrip was
narrated by the investigator so that there was no oral
difference in the treatments. Meringoff worked with each
child individually, either showing them the filmstrip or
reading them the story. Then post-story interviews and
picture-sequence exercises were administered.
Meringoff found that the video group relied more on
what they had seen in forming inferences. The oral
presentation group showed a "higher degree of peripheral
verbal content (e.g., phonetic refrains)." In addition,
the oral group also relied on other information in the
story and on their own general knowledge of the world.
Meringoff found close correlation with the medium of
presentation and "the kinds of associations and
inferences made by subjects, and the degree of atten-
tion to ornaments of language and visual depiction"
(pp. 88-90).
The Meringoff study makes less certain the asser-
tion that a story has an existence separate from the
specific medium in which it is presented. Yet her study
does not take into account the setting in which the
encounter with a story occurs. The investigator/child
setting, necessitated by experimental conditions, is so
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unlike the naturalistic setting in which most children
encounter a story. Students usually are read a story in
a group in a classroom or comfortably situated in an
armchair or in bed as an adult reads to them.
In a project entitled "Oral Interpretation and
Cognitive Tuning," Mohrmam and Kaplan (1977) gave two
groups of college students a narrative selection to read.
One group was told they would subsequently hear an oral
presentation of the story. The other group was told they
would be asked to do an oral interpretation of the nar-
rative .
What they found was that the anticipation of com-
munication to an audience had no effect on the amount of
detail in the initial impressions the subject formed of
the literary character. However, communication role did
have a significant effect on the complexity of these
impressions. Mohrmann and Kaplan's research questions
the frequently held assumption that presenting a story
insures more detailed recall than listening to a story
(P- 64).
Glynn and Hartzell (1978), however, had different
results with elementary school students. They found that
second grade students who listened to a speech and then
reported on it orally had better recall than a group who
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listened to the speech and then listened to an oral report
on the speech. In Pearson and Fielding's (1982) sur-
vey of listening comprehension research, they found
that most studies support the premise that active
involvement following listening seems to help more than
do more passive activities.
The research projects which have had the most in-
fluence on this dissertation are those reported in
Theatre in Education, New Objectives for the Theatre-
New Techniques in Education
,
by John O'Toole (1976,
pp. 146-158). He reports on two research projects from
England. In the last ten years, there has developed in
i
England, a close relationship between local school
districts and actor/teacher groups called TIE teams.
These theater groups develop dramatic material directly
related to the schools' curriculum. Sometimes they
perform to students who remain spectators and sometimes
they engage children in participation as part of a play.
Educators, actors, funding agencies have questioned
when children should be involved in participation and
when a straight presentation would be more effective.
Coultas and Pick (1972) had these questions in mind
when they investigated children's responses to three
different play formats. They worked with children in
the following ways:
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1. The children were spectators of a performance.
2. The children participated partially in a
play which was also presented to them.
3. They participated fully in a play.
They found that the most total recall of events occurred
in the first play when children were spectators. In the
third, in which the children were fully participating, they
had a confused and partial picture of the storyline. The
authors felt however that for this group, ’’There was a
greater depth of imaginative involvement by the children
. .
.
" (p. 146). No evidence is provided, however, for
this kind of statement.
O'Toole questions the results of the Coultas and
Pick study as they do not establish how integrally in-
volved the children were in the participation. From con-
versations he had with the researchers, he learned that
the children were working in small groups or in very
individualistic ways. His own study, which yielded dif-
ferent results, involved the students in a whole class
participation with a drama leader.
He then describes his own study. A TIE team per-
formed before two different groups of students. There
were ten classes in each group. One group had a story
told to them by the teacher without any direct speech
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included in the narration. The other group had actors
come in and involve the entire class in enacting the
story on which the performance would be based (pp. 148-
151)
.
After these treatments, he had the students write
down as much of the story as they could remember and draw
a picture incorporating details of the story. The study
was done with ten control and ten experimental groups.
O'Toole found that the experimental group had a better
overall grasp of the story and was better able to follow
the story to an end. There was little difference in
writing length, with the control classes usually writing
a bit more. O'Toole's impression was that the experi-
mental groups wrote more succinctly than the control
classes who were less precise and were often repetitive.
The contrasting results of the Coultas and Pick study
and that of O'Toole's point to the need for more research
in this area. O'Toole was not able to control certain
variables which makes his results of less value:
1. The control and experimental groups were
not always comparable as to grade, age and
academic ability.
The enthusiasm and skill of the teachers
reading the story varied.
2 .
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3. The past experience of the actors with
children varied.
4. He was comparing a trained actor with an
untrained storyteller.
In terms of drawing results, O'Toole found several
differences between the two groups. The control classes
drew schematic stereotypes and tended to produce drawings
that were more fragmented and static than the experimental
group which used fuller space (p. 155).
The contrasting results of the Coultas and Pick study
and O'Toole's point to the need for more carefully con-
trolled research which contrasts the effects of partici-
pation and of children being spectators. O'Toole goes a
step further when he suggests that an important variable
to examine is the nature of participation. He writes
. . . total integral participation, where
the children operate throughout as a
group, actually enhances their comprehen-
sion of the story; programmes which give
the opportunity for a more individualistic
contribution with children involved alone
or in small groups, may well create a
deeper personal experience, but leave them
with a less clear and balanced overall
view . . . involvement seems to me to offer
a more profound experience than a purely
visual or auditory storytelling (pp. 157-
158)
.
O'Toole's statements stimulated a closer examination of
participation in a pilot study which included two kinds
of student participation as well as a presentation
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to children.
Summary
The review of literature in education, drama and
psychology related to this study has summarized research
which attempts to measure the cognitive gains for children
through oral and dramatic activities.
Research in cognitive psychology provides important
evidence that school-age children have expectations and
mental frameworks into which new stories are assimilated.
Their own story retellings incorporate this integrative
process and are recognized as a valuable way to gain in-
sights concerning their comprehension.
Burgdorf (1966) has shown the importance of story-
telling in the reading program and that oral comprehension
and reading ability are often not related. Stewig and
Young (1978) have demonstrated the specific effect of
creative drama on oral language growth. The research of
Tucker (1971) and Rubin (1982) question the value of
creative drama in word-meaning growth. Allen's (1968)
research shows creative drama to be equal to traditional
remedial techniques. Pellegrini and Galda (1982) have
shown that creative drama is a more effective comprehen-
sion tool for early grade students than less active
discussion and non-verbal drawing activities.
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Meringoff's (1978) dissertation provides evidence
that the medium of encounter affects children's percep-
tions and comprehension of stories. Studies by Mohrman,
Kaplan (1977), Glynn and Hartzell (1978), Coultas and
Pick (1972) and O'Toole (1976) provide insights into
the differing responses to material encountered through
the spectator role and the participant role.
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE PILOT STUDY
During three years of teaching in the Arts Infusion
Project of the West Springfield Schools, I observed the
different responses that children had to the partici-
pational and presentational drama experiences included
in the program. These observations and the studies by
O'Toole (1976), Coultas and Pick (1972) led to a pilot
study in the West Springfield schools in the spring of
1981.
The objective of the pilot study was to identify
the specific responses of children as participants in
dramatizations and as audience members of actors. It
was also designed to explore useful methods to verify
these differences and to see if they did emerge under
closer scrutiny. This was not intended to be a quanti-
tative study, but one which used natural observation
and selected case studies.
Drama was a component of eight of the fifteen cur-
riculum topics in the project. For the pilot study, the
program entitled "Storytelling" was used. It was a
program to enhance story comprehension using all three
art forms: music, art and drama. The three sequential
drama sessions included in this program were used to
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develop imaginative storytelling and to enhance oral
comprehension. Each of the three sessions had a specific
objective written in the curriculum guide which each
teacher received.
The three sessions in a first grade were observed by
an outside researcher, who then interviewed three ran-
domly-selected children. The same three were interviewed
after each session. The first two part icipational sessions
were conducted by me and the third was conducted by two
actors
.
The first of the three sessions was, in Stewig's (1972b)
terms, "a creative improvisation experience." The children
were presented an open-ended story structure, which they
worked out and completed with the drama leader. The other
two sessions were creative interpretations of printed
stori es
.
The second session consisted of a story told to the
children, which they then enacted. A typical story
dramatization procedure established from the beginning
of the project was to tell the story to the children who
were then led through a series of physical and vocal
warm-up exercises related to the story which allow the
children an opportunity to try out all the characters in
Roles were chosen, the story was enacted, anda group.
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a brief discussion followed the enactment. Sometimes
there would not be enough roles for every child in the
class. Roles would be doubled; characters might be added
but never as to change the structure or substance of the
story. Stories selected for dramatization used criteria
suggested by Winifred Ward (1957c): the central situation
should involve some conflict; the story should have an
essential action in the development of the plot; it should
have vivid and individualized characters; the story pre-
sents possibilities for interesting dialogue, mime or
movement (pp. 4-5).
The third session consisted of a performance by two
actors of three short stories which had been chosen by
them with no previous discussion with me about their
appropriateness
.
The children in this first grade had had previous
contact with the drama leader in another program which
used dramatic improvisation to understand condensation
and evaporation. They eagerly anticipated the visit and
everyone in the class participated fully. The drama
leader and the actors were all experienced in this pro-
ject and with drama with children.
Visit One - Procedure
After an initial physical warm-up, children were
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asked to play statues and sculptors in which one child
molded the other student into a frozen statue. After
this game, I created an open-ended story about a sculp-
ture gallery in a museum. The story begins at the end
of the day when the overly fastidious guard once more
dusts the statues, closes the light and the doors. As
the clock chimes twelve bells, the statues, in slow
motion, come alive and have a midnight party. When the
guard returns in the morning, the children, as statues,
have returned to their original places but are slightly
changed in their position. The bad-tempered guard calls
in the museum director to see the changes, but the
children have gone back to their original positions
by the time the director returns with the nasty guard.
It is the children's task to decide how to end the story.
The children had not been told the story previously,
and I, as the guard, narrated the story as the class
responded to the narration.
Observations
Of the three treatments in this pilot study, the
museum story created the most emotional involvement and
was the one preferred by the three children interviewed.
They were very involved in the central problem of the
story, how to fool the guard. However, it was not the
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one best recalled for details or sequence. Two of the
children interviewed could not remember why the statues
were able to move or what time of day that the story had
begun. This result matches Nancy Stein's ( 1978a ) findings
that recall decreased in the first grade when the con-
sequence category (or a single ending) in her story
grammar was deleted. (In the case of the museum story,
there was no set ending to the story.
)
The solutions offered by the children when this
session was conducted previously often reflected the
environment of the class whether it was a very authori-
tarian one or a more collaborative one. The guard can
be seen as a symbol for teacher or parent. In some
cases, the custodian regained control of the statues.
In other cases, the statues gained control over the
custodian. Another solution was to have the two make
friends
.
The museum session showed developmental differences
among the children. The solutions of the less mature
children were merely the reenactment of what went before,
freezing forever or running away. They did not really
deal with the problem of the story by extending the
plot and interacting with the guard, but opted to avoid
the problem completely by disappearing. Other children
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provided many novel solutions to the story: calling in
the people who made the statues to repair them so they
wouldn't move again; suggesting that the guard go on
vacation because he is seeing things that aren't there;
made the guard into a statue and made her become one of
their friends.
Each child in the class was asked to name their
statue and many assumed monster identities. This result
conforms to Brian Sutton-Smith ' s (1975) research on
children's own storytelling in which the monster is the
most common character at the beginning level of story-
telling (p. 88).
Visit Two - Procedure
The children were told a Norwegian folk tale, "Why
Evergreens Stay Green in Winter" (Ward, 1952c). In the
story, a bird, who could not fly south because of a broken
wing, begs for a resting place on the branches of three
deciduous trees. He is refused and is given a place on
the branches of three coniferous trees. Seeing this
treatment, the frost king forbids the north wind to blow
the leaves from the trees who have helped the bird with
the broken wing. That is the reason, so goes the legend,
that evergreens stay green in winter.
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The story has a linear plot line, three episodes,
a climax and resolution, a classic folktale structure.
After hearing the story, the children with my guidance
actively created the sounds and movements in a forest.
Each child was able to enact all of the characters.
Every child in the class participated. Then parts were
chosen. In order to accommodate all of the children,
some characters, for instance, the oak tree, would be
played by two children. The students were also asked
to make suggestions of other characters who might ap-
pear in the forest so more children would have roles.
Suggestions of jungle animals such as tigers and monkeys
were rejected as being inconsistent with the setting of
the story in a cold climate. As the objective of this
session was to interpret not improvise the story, I
stressed appropriate context for the children's sug-
gestions to enhance detail and main idea. The story was
then enacted by the children with the drama leader
narrating.
Observations
The interviewer found that there was better recall of
sequence and details in this story than in the museum story.
However, the children much preferred the latter story.
As the story was enacted, the evergreen story did not
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allow the children much movement or personal identifica-
tion with the trees or animals that they were playing.
One child attempted to personalize her tree. She played
the weeping willow but in the interview called it a
pussy willow tree. She had one in her backyard, she said,
and stated that the tree she played was fluffy white
although the description in the story told was of pale,
green, drooping branches.
The powerful frost king and the swirling north winds
were played with energy and involvement. One girl who
had played the frost king called the character the snow
queen. All three interviewed identified with the plight
of the bird and two of them wanted to know how he had
got hurt . They suggested that he had been shot by a
hunter, had flown against a tree or had dropped from a
nest
.
The three children recalled the descriptive words
for the trees such as "weeping" for the willow trees,
"beautiful" for the birch tree, "friendly" for the juni-
per trees better than the specific names of all six trees
mentioned. They called the deciduous trees bad trees
and the coniferous trees good ones.
None of the three children interviewed made the
connection between the reward received by the coniferous
trees, that is, to keep their leaves and the fact that
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there were groups of trees which stay green all winter.
It was difficult to find out if they were developmentally
unable to grasp the connection or if they had reached the
age where they reject mythical explanations for natural
phenomena
.
Visit Three - Procedure
During the third visit, two actors enacted "Harry
and the Terrible Whatzit" (Gackenbach, 1977), "Ira Sleeps
Over" (Weber, 1972), and "The Giving Tree" (Silverstein
,
1964). There was no participation by the children who
remained audience members throughout the enactment of
the three stories.
The first two stories deal with a child's fears of
ghosts, monsters and the darkness. In "Harry and the
Terrible Whatzit," a boy looks for his mother in the base-
ment where she has gone to fetch some preserves. He
can't find her there and imagines that he sees a two-
headed Whatzit. He twists its nose, hits it and finally
makes it shrink. Subsequently, he finds his mother out in
the garden. The Whatzit then visits his neighbor's
house. In "Ira Sleeps Over," a boy is invited to sleep
over at a friend's house who suggests they tell ghost
stories before falling asleep. Ira's sister warns him
that he’d better take his teddy bear for comfort. He
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rejects the idea but changes his mind when his friend
takes out his stuffed animal just before they begin
the telling of ghost tales.
"The Giving Tree," however, is a very didactic tale.
A boy plays on a tree a great deal. The tree, in its
love for the boy, offers him its apples when he needs
money, its limbs when he wants to build a house, its
trunk for a boat and finally its stump as a sitting place
when the boy becomes an old man.
The children watched the performance of all three
stories very attentively. The actors were able to
balance the dual reactions of excitement and fear which
the children had to the central event in the stories
about ghosts and monsters. One child placed her hands
over her ears in fear at one moment. Fortunately, the
actors' modulation of the intensity eased her anxiety
and she was able to concentrate on the story again.
Observations
All three children interviewed recalled the stories
in this performance session better than the previous two
classes. The children spoke in detail about the actors’
movements, gestures, sounds as they retold the stories.
The actors' skill had had a great effect. The interviewer
later learned that two of the three stories appear in the
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basal reader that is used in the first grade. The third
story is in the school library and its title is known to
the class. The interviewer could not ascertain exactly which
children had read the stories or had had it read to them.
The three children preferred the first two stories
and clearly in classroom observation and in the inter-
views were most deeply involved in them. However, all
three were able to retell "The Giving Tree" with almost
all of its parts. None, however, understood the self-
lessness of the tree. They were all asked if they would
do the same and all three answered in the negative.
The preferred part of the "Whatzit" was Harry's
ability to shrink the Whatzit, just as hiding and dis-
appearing were the preferred parts in the museum story.
From this limited pilot study, several conclusions
have been drawn. There is evidence that elements of story
comprehension such as sequence, details, main idea, in-
ference, character motivation are affected by the mode
in which a story is encountered. It is also clear that
there is an interaction between the mode of encounter
and story content. A child's involvement and identifica-
tion with a story's characters or with the central theme
does not necessarily assure good recall of sequence and
details. Conversely, a child can recall the sequence
and details of a story well although s/he is not very
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involved or identified with the story or its characters
and cannot make inferences or draw conclusions. Good
recall does seem to require an initial listening stage
before dramatization. The museum story did not have
this listening period.
Children are initially more involved in the affective
qualities of characters than they are in objective details,
such as the specific names of the trees in the evergreen
story. When children do enact a story that they have been
first told, they recall the character as played rather
than as the character was originally described in the
telling, such as the snow queen being substituted for
the frost king.
Children appeared to know more about a story when
they retold it in their own words than when they were
asked to respond to specific questions by the interviewer.
Implications for the Current Study
The pilot study demonstrated that a comparison of
modes of encountering stories could be fruitful. How-
ever, it also demonstrated the need to limit what was
being compared.
First, the three sessions did not have the same
objectives, and, therefore, were not really comparable.
The museum story had as its main objective stimulating
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imaginative thinking. In Stewig's terms (1982b), this
session would be called "creative improvisation." In
contrast, the other two sessions in which the children
enacted a written story that had been told to them and in
which actors enacted three written stories were creative
interpretations of given narratives. They aimed to
stimulate recall of plot, details, understanding of main
idea and the forming of inferences.
Secondly, although two of the sessions involved the
children in participation, the nature of that participa-
tion was different from the museum to the evergreen
story. In the museum story, children were very involved
in the creation of their own individual statue character.
There was much opportunity to move around and children
were also asked to create material as they were enacting
it. The evergreen story was much more static, the
characters set, the plot line linear and there was only
one focus, the interaction of the bird with the individual
trees. The differences in the results of the two sessions
parallel the differences between the results of the
Coultas and Pick (1972) study and that of O’Toole's
(1976), described in Chapter II. In the former, the
children participated in small groups, and there was not
one focus to the dramatization. In O'Toole's study, the
children were focused on the drama leader who directed
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them through a whole group story. O'Toole found good
recall of plot and details; Coultas and Pick did not.
Therefore, it was important in designing the empirical
study that the kind of participation be similar in cases
to be compared.
The skill of the actors was another variable to be
considered. Professionally trained actors are able to
modulate audience response, such as children's fear and
anxiety, in a way that most classroom teachers are not.
Also, the novelty of the outside performer as compared to
a regular member of the teaching staff is a variable that
affects results and had to be kept in mind when a presenta-
tional dramatic activity was chosen for the current study.
Since it was found that there is an interaction
between mode of encounter and story content, it was
apparent that not enough attention had been paid to the
choice of the stories. The museum story was an improvised
one involving children's relationship to an authority
figure. The evergreen story had a straight linear plot
line, a mythical explanation for a natural phenomena, a
moral theme and did not stimulate much identification.
The "Whatzit" and "Ira Sleeps Over" focus on fears of
great import to children. The highly didactic The Giving
Tree" contrasts selflessness and selfishness and, unlike
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the others, takes place over a number of years. The
stories chosen for the current study needed to be
similar in theme, structure and use of time.
The pilot study demonstrated that a child's retelling
of a story was a rich source of knowledge about a child's
comprehension. No criteria, however, had been established
for analyzing the tapes of the children's responses to the
interviewer's questions or of the children's retellings of
the stories they had encountered in the drama sessions.
The conclusions reached by me were through holistic
analysis (a general impression of the entire tape). Since
the current study intended to locate gains in specific
aspects of comprehension through the dramatic arts, it
was essential to establish specific questions, and a
rating system for analyzing the child's retelling of a
story
.
Although three randomly selected subjects were use-
ful for an exploratory pilot study, it seemed important
for future generalization of results to conduct a study
in which every child in the class was interviewed and
had an opportunity to retell the story.
CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STUDY
The indications that emerged from the pilot study
in Chapter III confirmed some of my prior observations
of classroom drama work and also suggested additional
responses to story comprehension as a result of specific
presentational and participational experiences in the
dramatic arts. This preliminary project and the research
of Henderson and Shanker (1978), Burgdorf (1966),
Pellegrini and Galda (1982), Glynn and Hartzell (1978),
and O'Toole (1976), described in Chapter II, provided
justification and background for a formal study. A
detailed description of its implementation at the Rowe
Elementary School in Rowe, Massachusetts, comprises this
chapter and takes into consideration the results of the
pilot study and its implications.
Presentation and Participation Techniques
The pilot study indicated that outside performers
can have an effect of novelty on children's responses.
Therefore, I decided to limit adult involvement to regular
school personnel. The current research involved a more
replicable presentation treatment, storytelling, which
is often done by classroom teachers or by school
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librarians. Story dramatization by children then was
compared to storytelling by an adult. This inquiry
involved storytelling and dramatic interpretation of
written stories in which the essential structure, theme
and language of the written story were little changed.
Creative interpretation is typical of participation drama
in an elementary classroom. It is, as noted by Stewig
(1982, pp. 176-178), often the first level of drama work
done by elementary teachers with their classes.
In the pilot study, stories were told without pic-
tures or visuals of any kind. The design of the full
study continued that practice as it did not seem wise to
add a variable which had not been previously tested.
In addition, the research of Samuels (1970) in-
fluenced that decision. In a review of the research on
the effects of pictures on learning to read, he cited
many studies which found that when pictures were used as
an adjunct to the printed text, they did not facilitate
comprehension. Samuels also (p. 403) reported that
Weintraub (1960) found pictures hindered comprehension
in second graders.
In order to isolate the effects of either the story-
telling or story dramatization by the children, I omitted
the usual discussion at the end of the sessions and the
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warm up activities at the beginning of the drama sessions.
Choice of Stories
The findings of the pilot study also influenced the
choice of stories used in this research. It was found
that certain stories cause deep emotional identification
and high levels of anxiety. It then becomes difficult
to evaluate separately the effect of mode solely on the
child's comprehension. For instance, in the pilot study,
it was difficult to assess if the open structure of the
museum story and lack of a set ending caused loss of
recall of sequence and detail or did the psychological
import of the theme? Struggling against authority figures
is filled with ambiguity and ambivalence for the child.
Nancy Stein (1978b, p. 244) found in her research that
ambiguity decreases the amount of accurate information
recalled in a story.
To limit the variables for this story, therefore,
stories were chosen that were not too ambiguous and that
would not be too anxiety-producing. The restriction was
not meant as a judgment on the value of these types of
stories to children, but was a necessity to limit the
interaction between mode and type of story.
The stories chosen had similar plot structure and
complexity. Each story has a straightforward linear plot
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line, three repetitious episodes which lead to the climax,
and a brief resolution. It is a structure typical of
children’s stories.
The stories had both animal and human characters.
They were not known to the children, yet involved familiar
topics. The question of limiting the stories to either
animal or human types was considered but rejected. The
research of Boyd and Mandler (1955) influenced this
decision. They reviewed research on children's responses
to human and animal stories. They questioned the general
assumption that children's primary identification is with
animals and that "... animal figures facilitate free-
dome of personal expression" (p. 367). However, they cited
a study in which children wrote stories after hearing
four human and four animal stories. The human stories
showed a greater effect on the subject's own written
stories. Boyd and Mandler ended their study with the
statement that it has not been conclusively proven that
children identify first with animal characters (p. 371).
The two stories used in this investigation had to
be suitable both for storytelling and dramatization.
In selecting the stories, I used Winifred Ward's (1952a)
anthology Stories to Dramatize containing stories which
she had used successfully over a number of years in her
drama work in the Evanston, Illinois school system.
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I chose stories from that collection which followed the
three classical dramatic unities: unity of time, place
and action. The stories take place in one geographic
setting and take place in one day. Although stories
that do not adhere to these unities could be enacted,
they might demand a more mature sense of time and place
than some younger elementary students might possess.
It was important to limit that variable.
Evaluation
The taped interviews of the pilot study had been
rather unstructured. Questions were asked by the inter-
viewer in the midst of the child's retelling of the story.
Sometimes, the interviewer unknowingly embedded an
answer in a question. For this formal study, the taped
interviews had very specific procedures and measures to
evaluate the children's retelling of stories. An objec-
tive rating system was established and a standardized
questionnaire was designed which interviewers administered
after the child retold the story.
As a result of the review of literature and the
findings of the pilot study concerning the nature of
participation and presentation, choice of stories and
evaluation techniques, the research design described in
Chapter I was implemented. Figure 1 graphically
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illustrates the study design of two story sessions in which
two groups in a class of first and in a class of second/
third graders received alternating treatments of story-
telling and story dramatization.
Sequence of Story
Sessions
Story I
Story II
Figure 1. Treatments for each story session.
Story Session #1 "Who's There? "
(See Appendix A)
The first story, in order of treatment, was "Who's
There?" by Miriam Potter (Ward, 1952c) which uses animal
characters faced with human problems. In this case, the
problem is that Mrs. Goose, a kindly, forgetful woman,
Storytelling Dramatization
n n
Group 1A 8
Group 2/3A 11
( Questionnaires
,
Picture Sequence,
Tapes
)
Group IB 8
Group 2/3B 11
(Questionnaires
,
Picture Sequence,
Tapes
)
Group IB 8
Group 2/3B 11
(Questionnaires
,
Picture Sequence,
Tapes
)
Group 1A 8
Group 2/3A 11
(Questionnaires
,
Picture Sequence,
Tapes
)
1 = Grade 1 A = First group
2/3 = Grade 2/3 B = Second group
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hears a strange noise in the back of her dark closet.
She calls on her friends, the duck, squirrel and the
cat to help her discover the source of the noise. The
noise turns out to be an alarm clock she has hidden in
the back of the closet. The story deals with children's
imaginary fears of the dark. My storytelling was some-
what shorter than the text found in Ward's Stories to
Dramatize (1952c). Deleted were certain short descrip-
tive passages, one or two episodes leading to the main
event, and a number of the phrases indicating speakers,
such as "he said." These written parts of the texts
were transmitted through voice intonation and inflection
as well as by gesture. This story and the second one
in this study were told without asides such as questioning
the listeners' responses, explaining some vocabulary which
sometimes occurs in storytelling sessions.
Grade 1
Group A of the randomly selected groups met in the
teacher's room as the gym where we usually meet was
occupied. The teacher's room has several comfortable
couches and chairs. The children lounged and leaned on
each other, assuming very comfortable positions. Several
of the boys were pinching and shoving each other. The
group also heard the story a second time on the tape
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recorder. After Group A returned to the class, Group
B met in the gym where they heard the story sitting in
a circle. In choosing parts, the group again made the
needed adjustments to accommodate numbers. The group
included a special education child who came from an
impoverished home environment and is at least three years
behind in school work. In this session, he played a
cat, speaking and moving in appropriate places with
meaningful intonation in his voice when he spoke lines
of dialogue. The children were able to reproduce
dialogue lines from the original story.
Grade 2/3
Again, we were not able to meet in our usual space
—
the gymnasium. Therefore, Group A of the two randomly
selected groups met with me in the cafeteria for the
storytelling session. After the story was told, the
children had the opportunity to hear the story again on
the tape recorder. During the playing of the taped
version, some of the children were restless. (They had
not been so when the story was first told.)
After Group A had returned to the classroom, Group B
met with me in the gymnasium where we sat in a circle
while the children heard the story. The children chose
the parts they would play. As in previous drama sessions
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I narrated the story as children moved as the characters,
and, at certain points, said the dialogue suitable for
the character. In choosing parts, the procedure was to
accommodate the number of children in each group. There-
fore, the group created more characters such as two cats
instead of one cat. The addition of characters did not
alter the structure or meaning of the story.
The children played "Who's There?" with enthusiasm,
and they were able to say lines of dialogue quite close
to those in the story, using movements representative of
their animal characters. One very shy child who had only
begun to participate in drama class, played the clock
which was hidden in the closet. The child participated
making appropriate noises when the animals encountered
the clock in the dark closet.
Story Session #2 "The Clown
Who Forgot How to Laugh"
(See Appendix B)
The second story, "The Clown Who Forgot How to
Laugh" (Ward, 1952a), is a moral tale about the benefits
of helping others. A clown who has forgotten how to
laugh and, as a result has lost his job, befriends a
tearful girl who has lost her money which she was to use
for the circus entrance fee. Performing tricks for her,
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he makes her laugh and then begins to laugh himself. He
realizes that by helping the girl, he has helped himself.
Because of absences in both classes, the number of
children in each group changed from the first to the
second story sessions.
Grade 1
Group A, formerly the storytelling group, now par-
ticipated in a drama session. We met in the gym where they
sat comfortably in a circle while listening to the clown
story. Choosing parts was, in contrast to tne first story
session, a problem as these children were concerned about
playing human characters of their own sex. Also, certain
pairings of friends stood in the way of an easy choice.
The special-education student in the group chose to play
the sad girl who has lost her money. This child, who is
easily victimized and has made little progress in learning
to read, nevertheless remembers lines of dialogue well
and immersed herself in the character. A bright, hyper-
active child grossly parodied the fat man he was playing.
Through questions that he asked, it was clear he was
unable to follow the sequence of the story as he was so
immersed in drawing attention to himself.
After Group A returned to the classroom, Group B
met in the gym for the storytelling session. They also
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sat comfortably in a circle, in full view of the story-
teller. All of them seemed attentive even when they
listened to the story for the second time on the tape
recorder. During the telling, the description of the
fat man and his full voice caused several children to puff
out their faces and round their arms in front of their
stomachs as if they were twice as fat. Children frowned,
made sympathetic sounds as the storyteller enacted the
sobbing girl who had lost her money.
Grade 2/3
Group A, previously the storytelling group, now
became the drama group. They met with me in the gym
where they sat in a circle, and the children seemed more
at ease than at the first storytelling session. They
sat crosslegged on the floor in the circle we had formed
together. Some students were lying on their sides and on
their stomachs and responded more during the telling by
interjections and laughter.
Then, the group chose parts, adjusting the characters
according to the number of children available. Again,
choosing who would play which part created more problems
than in the first story about the goose. There was even
greater concern about playing characters of the opposite
sex than in the first grade. Also, there was some
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resistance to playing the fat man in the story.
After Group A returned to the classroom, Group B
listened to the story in the gym. As the other group,
they listened attentively, appearing involved in the main
character's dilemma through facial gestures and inter-
jections
.
Data Collection
Each child was interviewed either by a teacher's
aide with whom the children were familiar or by me. There
were three exceptions. Two special-education students
have speech patterns which are not easily understood, and
they were interviewed by the special education teacher.
Another very shy child would not tell his story to the
teacher's aide. He then was interviewed by the librarian,
a family friend, who took notes on his retelling.
First, children were asked to tell the story that had
been told to them or which they had enacted. Little or
no prompting was given them, other than statements such as
"Just take your time and tell me what you remember about
the story in your own words."
Some children seemed very concerned that they could
not remember all the details of the story. Mainly, these
were either first-grade students or several immature
second graders whose retelling took a step-by-steo
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replica of all actions and appeared to lack any ability to
classify and organize. Although some of these students
were below grade level readers, not all of the weak
readers were included in this group who did not show
the ability to offer a synopsis. In fact, the only child
who provided a summary (a more advanced retelling than
a synopsis, characteristic of slightly older children,
according to Applebee, 1978, p. 96) was a student who is
more than a year below expectations in reading but is a
year older than his classmates because of retention.
Other children began by telling what they liked best,
or which character they had played or the most frightening
part. Some started very slowly but as they recalled the
story, and particularly as they moved toward the central
action, their retelling took on more animation, expres-
siveness, and they reproduced lines of dialogue fully.
Then each child was asked to arrange pictures of the
story in the order that they had taken place. Few children
had difficulty with this exercise.
Third, each child answered a ten-item multiple-choice
questionnaire which was orally administered. Prior to
this study, the children had had experience with this
type of testing. Before answering the questionnaire,
the interviewers explained to the children that they could
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write in their own answers to any of the ten questions if
they chose. Not many took advantage of that option. Most
of those students were in grade 2/3.
The treatment conditions had not been as consistent
as I had hoped. For instance, I was not able to use the
same space for both sessions and some children were
absent in the second story session. However, these
absences and competition for space are typical of daily
life in an elementary school so that the treatments and
the collecting of the data occurred under what might be
termed "natural" conditions.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Introduction
In this Chapter, I analyze the following data
gathered from both classes for each story session
described in Chapter IV: questionnaire, picture se-
quence exercise and taped retelling of each story.
Results are reported in whole numbers and percentages.
Due to the small sampling size and limited number of
treatments, no attempt has been made to do more complex
statistical measurement as that type of analysis would
not be meaningful.
Also, results are correlated with reading levels of
both grades as reported by the classroom teacher on the
June report card.
An outside rater and I analyzed the data. The
analyses are reported in table form and followed by nar-
rative discussions of results which were qualitatively
interesting. The narrative is organized in three parts.
The first three sections are categorized according to the
hypotheses established for the research design described
in Chapter I (p. 19). A summary of those three results
follows as well as other observations and findings not
anticipated by the three hypotheses.
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Instruments of Data Collection
Questionnaires
For each story, a ten-item questionnaire was developed
which covered the following categories of story compre-
hension: main idea, recall of sequence and detail,
inference and vocabulary.
There were three multiple-choice answers and an
opportunity for students to write-in an answer of their
own choice for each question except the second one. For
that question, students were expected to write-in a
relevant title for the story. The results are reported
according to the groups’ responses to individual questions.
In addition, each group's mean number of correct answers
for each ten-item questionnaire has been tallied.
Taped Interviews
The analysis of the tapes of each child retelling
the stories was done in several ways. The retelling was
rated for comprehension by the presence of at least five
of the six story grammar categories developed by Nancy
Stein (1978a). The categories, described in Chapter II,
are the following: setting, initiating event, internal
response, attempt, consequence, reaction. The retellings
were not rated for the sequence in which they were told as
some children began with a summary statement which might,
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for instance, have included the last category first.
Also, the number of children mentioning each category is
tallied for each story.
The taped interviews also measured recall of char-
acter names and details within the six major categories.
The measure of recall of character names was done through
a weighting system as some characters' names were more
meaningful to recall than others. Student responses were
rated according to their ability to mention four of five
details in the first story and six of eight details in the
second story. As stated previously, some of the details
are of a literal nature and others of an inferential nature,
involving character motivation.
Another measure of comprehension was to evaluate if
the child told the story expressively as evidence of
engagement and involvement (established in Chapter I ) as
a category of story comprehension. Expressiveness was
defined as inflecting the voice when speaking lines of
dialogue, change in intonation, rate of speech and volume,
use of emphasis and phrasing.
Picture Sequence Exercise
This exercise measured the child's ability to
sequence three pictures for each story.
For samples of the questionnaire, the taped interview
form and the pictures which were sequenced, see the
appendix
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Hypothesis I
The mode in which a child encounters
a story either as a spectator of a
storyteller or as a participant in
story dramatization affects his/her
response to that narrative.
The findings of this study demonstrate that students
who participate in story dramatization are more engaged
and involved in a story than when they remain spectators
of a storyteller. This was evidenced clearly through
their expressive retellings. The drama students more
frequently than the other children retold the story
using inflection for lines of dialogue, with changes
of emphasis and intonation to show characters' anger,
sympathy, sadness and pleasure. They made shifts in rate
and phrasing when they told of the central actions in
the story. Some of the most expressive storytellers
were children who read poorly for their grade level.
The story retellings were filled with first person
object and subject pronouns and a number of children be-
gan their retellings by saying which character they
played and which they preferred. If an adjustment had
been made so that everyone had a character to play, such
as two cats instead of one, the child would then speak of
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the "cats." A boy who played Mrs. Goose called that
character Mr. Goose. Drama students were more apt to
add an adjective to their mention of a character such as
"the twin cats" or "lovely three ducks." A very shy
child who had played the clock in the goose story,
asked the interviewer to add the clock to the list of
characters printed on the rating sheet.
The results of the study show that the comprehension
of certain groups of students is more affected by drama
than through storytelling. In the taped retellings,
first grade students overall evidenced more comprehension
through drama than storytelling. The differences between
the two treatment groups were greater in the first story
than in the second story.
In particular, first grade students who were below
grade level in reading showed more comprehension through
drama than through storytelling. This was particularly
true in the goose story, for instance, where 67% of the
group were reading below grade level as contrasted to
13% of the storytelling one. That group did as well on
the questionnaire as the storytelling group as shown in
the mean number of total correct answers. In the taped
retelling, their achievement was higher than the other
group. In the second story, when this group received
a storytelling treatment, they did not perform as well
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as they had when they were in the drama group during the
first story session.
There were only three special education students in
the study but the responses of two of them were extremely
positive in terms of engagement /involvement and in
understanding of character motivation through drama.
Hypothesis II
Sequence, details and vocabulary of
a story are better understood when
the child is a spectator of a story
than when s/he is a participant in
story dramatization.
The following items within the three data instru-
ments were used to measure recall of sequence, literal
detail and vocabulary.
Sequence and Detail
1 . Questionnaire 1 : items #5 and 6
Questionnaire 2 : items #6, 7 and 8
2. Picture Sequence Exercise
3. Number of story categories recalled
4. Recall of character names
5. Details within story categories
Vocabulary
:
6. Questionnaire 1 & 2: items #9 and 10
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Sequence and Detail
The study does not entirely support the hyDothesis
as it is generally stated. The three instruments pro-
vided differing results. Differences are found between
classes and between stories. The questionnaire items show
that in the second story, grade 2/3 storytelling students
answered all three sequence and detail items better than
the drama group. For grade 1, in the second question-
naire and in the first questionnaire, there is little
difference among the groups. However, the Picture
Sequence Exercise demonstrates that the drama students
sequenced better than the other group in both stories.
In the taped retellings, the total number of story
categories mentioned in the retellings was higher for
grade 1 drama students in the first story than for the
storytelling group.
In terms of recalling character names, it was again
in the second story that grade 2/3 storytelling students
recalled character names better. There is little dif-
ference between the treatment group in both classes in
the first story. What is significant, however, is the
fact that when initially retelling the first story, 88%
of the storytelling group called the goose a hen or a
duck. Then they quickly corrected themselves. Only 17% in
the drama group confused the goose with any other animal.
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Overall, the total number of details within the
story categories was higher in both treatments for the
drama group than the storytelling one. A pattern emerges
when the particular items recalled by each group are
examined. Consistently, details that were actually
enacted by the drama group are better remembered by them
in both stories. Details that were described in the story,
but not enacted, were better remembered by the storytelling
groups. For instance, all of the drama students recalled
detail #2 (taking a fishing pole in order to be armed when
the animals open the closet door) but only 38% of the
storytelling group mentioned it. The same is true for
the response to #3 which deals with the fear of the ani-
mals about opening Mrs. Goose's closet door. Fifty per-
cent of the drama students recalled this dramatic moment
in contrast to only 12.5% of the other group. However,
50% of the storytelling group recalled item #4 which
explains why the clock was in the closet. Only 33% of
the drama group recalled it. This detail did not involve
any enactment and is a flashback, an explanation of what
happened before the story's action begins.
This difference in recall of described details by
the storytelling group and enacted details by the drama
group is repeated again in the second story with the
results of detail items #1, #2, #5, #6 and #7.
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Vocabulary
A similar pattern emerged in vocabulary comprehen-
sion in which neither mode was found overall more effective
than the other. In the goose story, question #9 required
that the student be attentive to context in order to
understand the word "muffled" which was contained in a
descriptive passage. Twenty-five percent of the story-
telling students understood this word and none of the
drama students did. However, question #10 concerned the
word "duster" which had been carried and used as one of
the objects to attack the noise in the closet during the
enactment. Sixty-seven percent of the drama students
as contrasted with 38% of the storytelling students an-
swered this item correctly.
Hypothesis III
Character motivation, identification with
the character, inference and main idea
are better understood when a child is
a participant in story dramatization
than when s/he is a spectator of a
storyteller
.
The following items within the data instruments
were used to measure main idea, inference and character
motivation
.
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1. Character motivation
Taped retelling—story category #3
2. Main idea:
Questionnaire 1— items #1 and 2
laped retelling— total number of story categories
3. Inference:
Questionnaire 1— items #3, 4, 7 and 8
Questionnaire 2— items #6, 7 and 8
Taped retelling 1— detail #5
Taped retelling 2— detail #7
Character Motivation and Identification
The study supports the hypothesis that participation
in drama helps a child understand character motivation.
Drama students in three of four instances mentioned the
character's internal responses such as thoughts, feelings
or stated intentions in their retellings. This was par-
ticularly true for the first story. Their identification
with character was also demonstrated by the frequency of
their expressive dialogue showing understanding of
characters' fear, anger, sympathy and determination.
Main Idea
The results of the questionnaire items and of the
total number of story categories mentioned for both
stories support the hypothesis that drama aids the
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understanding of main idea. Interesting to note are the
results of question #2 of both questionnaires which
required that the student provide a relevant title, one
which showed that the story contained some problem. It
required an active vocabulary unlike the multiple-choice
first question. In the goose story, the grade 1 story-
telling group performed better on this item (62.3%)
than did the drama group (33.3%) which had a majority
of weak readers. In the second story, when the treatments
were reversed, it was the group with the stronger readers
(in this case, drama) which answered the second main idea
question correctly. These results suggest a correlation
between the possession of an active vocabulary and reading
achievement in grade 1. These distinctions did not appear
in grade 2/3 where the reading levels of the two groups
were closer.
Inference
The study's findings do not support the hypothesis
with regards to inference. The seven inference items of
the two questionnaires show the storytelling group in grade
1 answering five of seven correctly. In the second story,
little distinctions were found between the two groups.
In the retellings, drama students mentioned inferential
items #5 and 7 two of four times as contrasted with one
of four times by the storytelling group.
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It is curious to note that question # 8 of the clown
story, in which the child must identify whom the story
is centrally about, was understood better by the story-
telling students in both classes. In the drama enact-
ments, the children who played the girl who cries bitterly
over her lost money drew great attention to themselves
from their fellow students and may have obscured the fact
that the story was mainly about the clown.
Summary of Results
Children are more engaged and involved in
a story that they encounter through drama.
Grade 1 students achieve more comprehen-
sion through drama, particularly students
who are reading below grade level.
Drama and storytelling serve children
equally well in the recall of sequence,
details and vocabulary. However, certain
types of details and vocabulary that children
encounter in a descriptive passage are bet-
ter understood through storytelling than
through enactment. Understanding of details
and vocabulary through drama appears to be
determined by the specific active use of a
word or detail and not simply through its
unintentional presence in an enactment.
Understanding of character motivation and
main idea are better achieved through drama
than storytelling.
— Inference is better understood through story-
telling
.
I made other observations from this study which
were not included in the three hypotheses established
for the study. One was age effect. Performance for
both treatment groups on the questionnaire, the picture
sequence exercises and taped retellings were, on the
average, from 10 to 30% higher for grade 2/3 than for
grade 1, but not for all items. No attempt had been
made to differentiate between second and third graders
in the grade 2/3 as the class works very much as one
unit, apart from each child's individualized reading and
math program. In the randomly selected groups, three of
the nine drama students were second graders. Four of the
ten storytelling groups were second graders as well.
It was previously stated that drama benefited
deficient readers in grade 1 more than storytelling.
Both dramatic modes, however, play an important role for
the poorer student. Overall, in this study, reading
achievement had little correlation to successful oral
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comprehension whether through storytelling or drama.
In fact, the only child who answered all questions
correctly on the first questionnaire is a child who is
repeating third grade and reads below grade level.
Another interesting observation was the response
of different children to modes of data collection.
The Picture Sequence Exercise had been selected to make
available an instrument for children who could not ver-
balize well. Curiously, several children who told the
story very well failed to sequence the pictures correctly.
In particular was one boy who gave a succinct summary of
the story, considered a mature skill, yet could not
complete the picture sequence exercise.
Finally, the differences between the two treatment
groups in both grades were less pronounced in the second
story which uses human characters than they had been in
the first story which uses animal characters. This
finding as well as others mentioned in this summary is
discussed in Chapter VI where I make recommendations for
classroom practice, future research and teacher training.
CHAPTER VI
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE STUDY
The findings of the research described in Chapter V
on the effects of different dramatic modes on children's
story comprehension have led me to make a number of
recommendations. In this final chapter, I discuss
implications for classroom practice, draw further con-
clusions about the findings of the study and make
recommendations for future research. Finally, I have
proposed training for teachers in storytelling and
story dramatization which would provide them with
theory and practice in the use of these activities in
a language arts program.
Implications for Classroom Practice
What are the implications of this study for class-
room practice? The value of these two dramatic modes
lies in using them intentionally in the specific ways in
which each one has been demonstrated to be effective for
story comprehension. Ideally, they should be used in
conjunction with each other. Selective dramatization
should flow from good storytelling. Storytelling has been
shown to aid sequencing, understanding of descriptive
vocabulary and the understanding of inferential details.
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Drama, on the other hand, helps children better under-
stand main idea, the vocabulary of action words and,
most importantly, character motivation and identifica-
tion. Dramatization is of particular value to first
graders and especially to below grade level readers who
profit from the peer interaction and the kinetic, audi-
tory experiences that it provides. Drama reinforces
what they do know before they encounter printed material
where they mistrust their responses due to weak decoding
and structural skills.
Sticht et al. (1982) found that transfer of skills
from one modality to another was task specific. He found
that if auditory mode training helped students form in-
ferences in the auditory mode, then it transferred to
drawing inferences in the reading mode, but it did not
transfer, for instance, to understanding sequence in
the reading mode. Therefore, if dramatic activities
such as storytelling and story dramatization are inte-
grated into the reading program, their effectiveness
will be found by using them in the ways in which they
were successful in the oral mode. From this study,
for instance, there is little support foi using
dramatizations to enhance understanding ot liteial
details. Storytelling would be equally effective,
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if not more so.
If one accepts Sticht's findings, it follows that the
most important function of drama in a reading program would
be to further identification with and to understand char-
acter behavior and emotions. Dramatizing the step-by-
step sequence of a story does not produce valuable results.
Giving children the opportunity to explore the fears,
anger and hopes of a character is its most meaningful
use.
The implications of this study have yet to be imple-
mented in many schools. In 1975, over thirty years
after creative dramatics was included in teacher training
and was included in written elementary-school curricula,
a study was done of 346 teachers that assessed their
attitude and practice with regard to drama. Seventy-
five percent responded that they favored creative
dramatics, but less than 25% actually conducted class-
room drama (Stewig, 1978b). A survey by Doyle (Ritch,
1978) also showed a discrepancy between expressed
importance in classroom drama and actual implementation
(p. 33). Although the state of Texas in 1974 (Wheetly,
1980) included creative drama as part of the balanced
elementary curriculum, there still was no specified cur-
riculum implemented as of 1980.
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This disparity between intention and practice may
be due in part to the lack of research available to
teachers about pupil learning gains through creative
dramatics, a lack which this research has addressed.
Without that evidence, many teachers do not feel they
can justify an activity which takes time away from an
already crowded elementary school schedule and is
potentially disruptive, as it calls upon children to
move and talk more freely than in other classroom activ-
ities
.
Many teachers read to their students but rarely
do teachers take the time to prepare a story to be told
with expressiveness and make storytelling an integral
part of the language arts program. Many teachers use
reading aloud as a pacifier after recess to calm their
students. It is seldom used to provide the language
context and experience to which reading skills pertain
and which lifts reading instruction out of the mechanical
exercise that it remains for many young children.
Another reason for the disparity between intention
and practice may be the lack of adequate teacher training
in the dramatic arts, which has been addressed in a later
section of this chapter.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
for Future Research
The current study is limited to two classes of
first through third grade students in one school. A
future inquiry could profitably investigate the effect
of different dramatic modes on the comprehension of
upper elementary school students as well. I recommend
the inclusion of first, third and sixth grade classes
in a number of schools which have students of similar
social and economic background. In order to better
measure the interaction between dramatic mode and
story content, another researcher should design a study
with at least four story sessions.
The post-story discussion, considered valuable by
practitioners of storytelling and story dramatization,
should also be included in a subsequent study. It was
omitted in the current one because its effect was con-
sidered to be an intrusion of yet another variable.
Brissy (1982) has provided a useful way to assess dis-
cussion through easily recorded tally sheets of post-
story discussion comments which could be included as an
evaluation instrument in another research project.
In order to create a less stressful setting foi
children to retell the stories (in this case, it was a
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teacher's room or principal's office), I recommend
Stewig's and Young's (1982) procedure for gathering
retellings. He had students tell their story to a
kindergartner
. The students were conveniently separated
in a classroom and in adjacent corridors to minimize noise
interference and the stories were tape recorded..
The objective of this kind of inquiry is to improve
classroom practice, and, therefore, a future study should
use classroom teachers as session leaders. They should
be provided with pre-treatment training in both story-
telling and story dramatization. Also, teachers should
be trained as observers of the nature of children's
participation, which would be recorded on an observation
checklist of participant behavior. From selected observa-
tions in this study, I realized that there were varying
degrees of participation on the children's part. There
was total involvement by several students; other students
were distracted and uninterested. There were indications
of a correlation between the nature of involvement and the
children's responses to the evaluation instruments.
Researchers Pellegrini and Galda (1982, p. 449) found a
close correlation in kindergartners between the specific
roles children had played and their responses to measures
of story comprehension.
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It would also be useful to include in an assessment
of children's retelling a measure of language structure
and vocabulary. The measure that Loban (1963) developed
for his extensive study of children's oral language could
provide the semantic assessments that Stein's (1978b)story
grammar did not include (see Chapter II).
A future study should determine reading level through
a uniform reading instrument to be administered before the
treatments. In the current study, reading achievement
was determined by the levels established by teachers on
the June report card. Evaluations of reading level vary
from teacher to teacher.
One consideration for a subsequent research project
on modes of comprehending stories is the choice of stories
themselves. There were indications from this study of
the interaction among story structure, content and mode
of encounter. A more complex research design would
need to be developed to assess that interaction.
I deliberately selected stories with similar struc-
ture. Both stories had an exposition of the problem,
three attempts to solve the problem, a climax and a
resolution. In an attempt to duplicate the variety that
teachers try to establish in their story reading or
telling, I chose an animal character story and one with
human characters. When parts had to be chosen for the
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story with human characters in both treatment groups,
the children had much greater conflicts choosing their
roles than in the animal story. There was more emotional
investment in being a human character. How much did this
investment affect the clown story which used human
characters? There were fewer differences between the two
treatment groups than in the animal story. A study using
a larger number of animal stories and an equal number of
human character stories might provide this information.
Thematically, the stories appeared similar. "Who's
There?" concerns aiding a friend who has asked for help.
"The Clown Who Forgot How to Laugh" also deals with helping
another. However, its conclusion, that in helping others
you help yourself, calls on an altruism that is usually
beyond the development of most six to eight year olds
in today's world. This developmental difference in moral
understanding may have affected results, as nine children
in both groups in the first story mentioned the moral
conclusion of it as opposed to only three in the second
story
.
Differences in thematic complexity are also demon-
strated by the work of Brian Sutton-Smith and his
researchers. In an extensive project observing the
development of children's own ability to tell oiiginal
stories, he and his researchers found that children's
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development of narrative competence paralleled four
stages of folktales as outlined by anthropologists
EHi and Pierre Maranda. According to them, in tales
involving some conflict, four responses occur: (1) tales
in which one power overwhelms another and there is no
attempt at response; (2) tales in which the minor power
attempts a response but fails; (3) tales in which the minor
power nullifies the original threat; and (4) tales in which
not only is the threat nullified but the original cir-
cumstances are substantially transformed (p. 87). From
these categories, it is seen that the clown story was a
more complex one than the goose tale. In "Who's There?",
the goose nullifies her fear by finding that the clock is
the fearful sound. That story belongs in the third cate-
gory. In the clown story, he learns the secret of laughing
and gets his job back at the circus. It is a more complex
story and belongs in the fourth category.
A study might be undertaken comparing different
dramatic modes according to Applebee's (1978) thesis
that some literature, by its nature, is either poetic or
logical, causing subjective or objective responses in the
reader. Much of children's literature falls into both
types.
Would a future study be able to measure the inter-
relationship of literal participation in drama, being a
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spectator of a storyteller, and the literary responses de-
fined by Applebee as poetic or logical? What would be,
for instance, the effect of Dorothy Heathcote's (Wagner,
1976) technique of "stopping the drama" to have children
reflect on what is happening? Poetic literature (as defined
by Applebee) would then call upon a transactional, logical
response from the listener. Similarly, storytelling tech-
niques, such as those adapted from African tradition,
stop the telling with questions soliciting the listener's
ideas and beliefs.
The preceding discussions of choice of stories have
emphasized that future studies of dramatic modes must
include the interaction of theme, content, structure and
theories of literary response.
Recommendations for Teacher Training
Even if research were readily available which clari-
fied for teachers the specific pupil gains through the
dramatic arts, teachers would still need to have
training in the use of storytelling and dramatization
in the language arts curriculum. Many theater depart-
ments in colleges and universities around the country
offer creative drama courses, but few address specific
curriculum needs. According to a recent survey by
Wright and Wallenbrink in Children's Theat re Review (1983),
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of eighty-two theater departments offering educational
drama courses, only two offered courses in methods of
instruction and only one in storytelling (p. 7).
If creative drama or storytelling courses are found
in college education departments, they are often included
as part of general integrated arts courses in which dif-
ferent arts media are introduced.
Ideally, a teacher should have an improvisat ional
acting course to understand the basic techniques on
which creative drama is based. Included in their
training, also, should be a storytelling or oral
interpretation of literature course, as well as a
methods course in the applications of these dramatic
arts in the elementary school. Realistically, however,
teacher training schedules are very full and students
find it difficult to include dramatic arts courses as
well as to fulfill requirements for certification and
general university course work. Given this reality, I
recommend the following one semester course which would
provide teachers with skills in storytelling and drama
as well as an understanding of how to use them effectively
in a reading and writing program.
Storytelling and Story Dramatization for the Elementary
School Teacher with Special Emphasis on Language Arts
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One semester: Prerequisite--a reading and a children's
literature course.
Five Weeks— Storytelling
-- Introduction to speech and voice elements:
intonation, emphasis, phrasing, speed, etc.
Presentation elements: use of visuals; cue
cards; memorization; physical and vocal
involvement of students; use of questions
to the audience; use of gestures
Choice of stories
When to take storytelling into dramatization
Practicum (storytelling session in a school)
Seven Weeks—
I Creative Interpretation
Choice of stories to enact
Discussion of age appropriate activities
Stages in enacting a story: teacher nar-
ration; student mime; when to have children
use dialogue; which part of story to dramatize;
how to use the whole class effectively, use of
space, props.
Practicum (lead a drama session in a classroom)
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1 1 Transition to Creative Improvisation
Story building: from themes, open-ended
stories, character portraits, interpolations
and changes of known stories, stories from
props and costumes
— Practicum (lead a drama session in a classroom)
Three Weeks—
Theory and application to language arts
— Summary of research on the relations between
oral comprehension and reading, on cognitive
development and story comprehension
Assignment: Students prepare a written unit
of language arts objectives, dramatic activi-
ties and evaluation methods for either story-
telling or story dramatization
Texts and Resource Materials
Texts :
Briggs and Wagner (1979), Storytelling and Drama .
Heinig (1981), Creative Drama for the Classroom Teacher .
Ward (1957), Playmaking with Children .
Ziskind (1976), Telling Stories to Children .
Resources on Reserve :
Bettelheim (1977), The Uses of Enchantment .
Board of Education, of the City of New York (1976),
Oral Communication
.
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Board of Education, School District of Philadelphia (1974),
Creative Dramatics Handbook
.
Bryant (1974), How to Tell Stories to Children .
Jones and Buttry (1970), Children and Stories .
Stewig (1972, 1982), Selected Articles on Dramatic Arts
Education and Language Growth.
Ward (1957), Playmaking with Children .
Ward (1952), Stories to Dramatize .
Although this would be a short, intense course, it
would provide teachers with a concise summary of the
theory supporting use of the dramatic arts in language
teaching. The objective of this course would not only be
to teach how to use the dramatic arts but, as importantly,
specifically why to use them.
Teachers would acquire skills in both dramatic arts.
Some teachers, due to temperament, class size and lack of
administrative support may never feel comfortable leading
drama sessions. This course would equip them with story-
telling skills and enable them to incorporate modified
participation in those sessions. From this study, story
dramatization has been shown to have some advantages over
storytelling, but storytelling has much to offer. There-
fore, we need to provide teachers with options so that
at least one of these arts becomes an integral part of
language experience in many schools.
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Articles and conference papers have extolled the
virtues of the dramatic arts for language learning.
It is time, as John Stewig (1974c) has urged, "to get
off the bandwagon" and provide some accountability.
Until leaders in the field provide empirical evidence
for what drama and storytelling respectively can and
cannot do, administrators and curriculum specialists will
not be convinced that they should integrate them in the
language arts programs, nor will state certification boards
mandate teacher training in the dramatic arts.
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"Who's There?"
Miriam Clark Potter
One morning Mrs. Goose's friends, Three Ducks were down
in Blue Pond taking a little early-morning swim. They were
kicking their yellow feet in the water when along came Mrs.
Goose
.
She s worried about something. We can tell because
she's forgotten her hat."
When she came near to them, Mrs. Goose called out,
"Hello, Three Ducks. I am having a great deal of trouble
with my closet—where I keep my clothes."
"What's the matter with it?"
Mrs. Goose stepped to the edge of the water, "I think
there's something in it."
"Of course, there's something in it. A lot of things.
Your shoes
—
your dresses
—
your old gray wrapper—all your
hats—
"
"Oh, I don't mean clothes." Mrs. Goose waited a
minute, and then she said in a low voice: "I think there's
something else in it. Something alive."
"What makes you think that?"
"When I opened the door to take out my hat, something
in the corner, way back in the dark, where I keep my shoes
said, "Trrr. Brrr." Like that. Very low.
"What did you do?" asked Three-Ducks.
"I shut the door and locked it, and said, "Come out of
there .
"That's so. I didn't think of that. Well, anyway, I
have it all shut up in the closet," said Mrs. Goose.
"What are you going to do now?"
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I want you to come back to my house and help chase it
out. You'd better bring your broom— and your fire poker
—
and your big feather duster."
"What are you going to use, yourself, to help chase
with?"
"Oh, I'll find something. I have an old fishpole in
the corner by the stove."
"Well, all right, we'll come," said Three-Ducks, and
they got the broom and the poker and the feather duster.
When Mrs. Squirrel saw them going by she asked where
they were going.
"We're going to Mrs. Goose's house to help her. She
thinks there's something in her closet."
Then along came the Black Cat carrying a shovel.
"Where are you all going?"
"To Mrs. Goose's house. She's got something alive in
her closet. Come and help us chase it out."
"Oh, all right," said Black Cat. "I was going to dig
worms--but never mind."
So Three Ducks, Mrs. Squirrel and Black Cat went with
Mrs. Goose to her house.
She opened her little front door.
"Now see," she said. "There's my closet--locked— and
there's something in it."
"How do you know there's something in it?" asked Black
Cat
.
"Because when I opened the door to get out my shoes,
something way back in the dark corner, where I keep my hat,
said, "Trrr . Brrr. Just like that!"
"Well, there's nothing there now," said Black Cat. "I
have very sharp ears. I don't hear anything.
"Maybe it's asleep," said Three Ducks.
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Open the door, Mrs. Goose, "Mrs. Squirrel waved her
paw. "Maybe it will wake up and run out."
No, indeed," said Mrs. Goose. Three Ducks are going
to open the door, aren't you Three-Ducks?"
"No, we are not.
. . We think Mrs. Squirrel is going
to do that."
"No, I didn't say so. I think you heard Black Cat say
he was going to open the door."
"No, you didn't hear me," said Black Cat, "because I
didn't say so. It's not my door. It's not my closet. It's
not by something-in-the-dark-corner
. All these things are
in Mrs. Goose's house, so she should open the door."
"Yes, that's so," said all the other animals.
Mrs. Goose trembled. "If I just had something to
whack with, like a broom or a poker or a duster or a
shovel," she told them. "I'd knock on the door and say,
"Who's there? But I haven't anything."
"You said you had a fishpole in the corner by the
stove," Three-Ducks reminded her. "Go and get that,"
said the Black Cat.
Mrs. Goose got the fishpole by the corner. She tapped
on the door, with the fishpole. "Who's there?" she asked,
very softly.
"Harder," said Three Ducks. "Knock with it. Don't just
tap . "
So Mrs. Goose gave a tremendous whack, and there was a
muffled noise, way in the back of the closet.
All the animals got up on the bed.
"Whatever it is has eaten your dresses," said Black
Cat. "That voice sounded all full of cloth."
"Now open the door, Mrs. Goose," Three—Ducks told her.
"That's the thing to do."
"I’ve"We can't stand here all day," said Black Cat.
got to go and dig worms. What time is it?"
They all looked around for the clock, but there wasn't
any
.
That s funny," said Mrs. Goose, "I always keep my
little clock on the bureau—but today it's gone.
"Whatever it is in there has stolen it." said Three-
Ducks
.
"Hurry up and get it over," said Mrs. Squirrel.
"Open the door."
Then Mrs. Goose went to the closet. She shut her eyes,
put her feet down hard and softly unlocked the door and
slowly opened it.
But nothing came out.
"You have the longest neck, Mrs. Goose," said Mrs.
Squirrel. "You are the one to look inside."
"If you'll get a candle and stand near me," said Mrs.
Goose. "I don't know what to expect."
Black Cat lit the candle, and held it up. Mrs. Goose
put her head inside the closet, and called, "Who's there?"
Queer shadows danced around the candle flame. There
was nothing in the front of the closet—nothing at the
sides—but way back among the shoes, there was a rolled-up
ball of cloth.
"My old gray wrapper," said Mrs. Goose. As soon as
she poked it with the fishing pole, there was a funny
little sound of wrapped-up bells--a little noise like
"Trrr. Brrr."
They all jumped on the bed.
Oh, now I know what it is. It's my little old clock.
I set the alarm, so I could get up very early to make
peach jam. Then I decided not to make peach jam. So I
wrapped up the clock and put it in the back of the closet,
so I wouldn't hear it."
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"And it didn't go off," said Three Ducks. But when
you threw your door open, with quite a jerk, it was all
wound up, and it made a little whirring noise."
"And when you poked it, it went off." said Black
Cat
.
"Well, it's all explained now," sighed Mrs. Squirrel.
"And I must finish my swim," said Three Ducks.
"And I must go dig worms," said Black Cat.
"Thank you all," said Mrs. Goose, putting her fish-
pole in the corner, and her clock on the bureau. "I wish
I had made peach jam, so I could give you some."
"Never mind," said her friend. "We were glad to help
you." As they left, they each said to the other, "Mrs.
Goose is just a goose, but that's what she is—but she is
our good friend, too."
And back in her little home Mrs. Goose took her hat
out of the closet and put it on her head but by that time
she had forgotten where she had wanted to go, so she took
it off again.
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"The Clown Who Forgot How to Laugh"
Retold from a play by Eleanore Leuser
The gay notes of a circus band drifted faintly through
the warm June air from the big tent on the distant country-
side
.
But there was one clown missing from the troupe—the
littlest clown of all. Instead of tripping the big clowns,
or joggling the wire so that they would lose their balance,
he was sitting sadly on a log at the side of the road, his
head in his hands.
Three little girls came running along just then, bounc-
ing a ball to one another, laughing and talking, and some-
times squaling when they missed the ball.
"Look!" cried one of them as she caught sight of the
Little Clown.
"Why, he must be a clown from the circus," said an-
other. They all stopped to look at him.
"But he's not laughing and funny like other clowns,"
added the third girl. "What in the world is the matter
with him?"
The first girl came up to the little fellow. "What's
the matter, Little Clown?" she asked. "Why aren't you
laughing like other clowns?"
The Little Clown stood up slowly. "I can't. I've
forgotten how," he replied.
"Forgotten how!" they all exclaimed incredulously.
"Yes," he answered. "Suddenly, out of a clear sky, I
forgot how to laugh. Now the circus doesn't want me any
more. I don't have a job."
"Oh, you'll just learn how again," said one sympa-
thetically. "It's so easy just to laugh."
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"Why don't you try reading comic books? They make me
laugh," added another.
"I've read practically all the comic books in the
world," answered the Little Clown, "and no laughter comes
with them."
"You are stupid, Little Clown'. Come on, girls," ex-
claimed one. "We can't help him."
"I'm afraid nobody can help me laugh," said the Little
Clown sadly, leaning against a tree. "I wish— I wonder
what those boys are laughing at."
As the two boys came closer, all the time looking back
and laughing, the Little Clown touched one of them on the
shoulder and asked what he was laughing at. The boy
pointed to someone who had fallen in a mud puddle; and then,
surprised to see a clown here, and a sad one at that, he
said, "You're a queer sort of clown. Aren't you supposed
to laugh at everything?"
"I used to," said the Little Clown wearily, "But now
I can't find anything to laugh at."
"There must be something wrong with him," he said to
the other boy. "Come on, let's go over and try to peek in
the circus tent."
"Let's," was the reply. "Maybe we'll see some real
clowns." And they hurried off toward the circus.
If the Little Clown had wanted to laugh before, he was
now determined that he must find a way.
As he sat there thinking, a little girl came running
down the road, crying. He jumped up and asked her why she
was feeling badly.
"I've lost my money! I've looked everywhere!" she
sobbed
.
"Now that's too bad," said the Little Clown. "But it
couldn't it? Maybe you can get some more.could be worse
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How much did you lose?"
You don't understand!" and she sobbed harder than ever.
"It's too late to get any more. It was my money for the
circus. I've looked so long that now the circus is most
over and I won't get to see the clowns or anything."
"I see," answered the Little Clown slowly. Then, all
of a sudden, he said, "Listen: I'm a clown. I used to be
in the circus. I can show you what clowns do if you'll only
stop crying."
The child looked up at him doubtfully. "You aren't a
very funny clown. What can you do?"
"I can stand on my head." and he did so. "I can turn
handsprings." And he did his best handsprings for her.
"That's not very funny," said the little girl, be-
ginning to cry again.
"Please don't cry! See, I'll balance this stick on
the end of my nose." And he tried so hard to be funny that
gradually the child stopped crying and began to smile.
"I like that! Do it some more!" And she clapped her
hands delightedly.
The Little Clown went through all his tricks. The more
she laughed, the harder he tried, until finally he sat down
on the ground all out of breath, and laughed himself.
"You're better than a whole circus, Mr. Clown! You're
so funny !
"
The Little Clown got up quickly. "You mean that?"
"'Course. I don't even mind losing my money any more."
"Do you know something?" he said, excited. "You've
taught me the whole secret of feeling like laughing." And
then he told her how, when he was trying to stop her crying,
the first thing he knew he was feeling good, and chuckling
all over.
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"Come on, let's go," he said, taking her hand.
"Where?"
"To the circus, of course. Even if it is almost over,
we can get in the back entrance and I can introduce you to
all the clowns."
"You mean I'll meet other clowns like you?"
"Sure, because now I can get my job back. I'll never
forget how to laugh and be funny any more--all you have to
do is just try to make the other fellow forget his troubles.
Come on, let's go!"
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"Who's There"
WRITE AN X IN FRONT OF THE CORRECT ANSWER
Main Idea
1.
This story is about
a. Being afraid of a duck
b. Being afraid of the dark
c. Being afraid of what you don't know, of some
imaginary thing
d. Your own answer
2.
Write the name that you would give
to this story Main Idea
3.
Mrs. Goose thinks there is something
in her closet because Inference
a. It moves
b. It smells
c. It makes a noise
d. Your own answer
4.
Why don't Mrs. Goose's friends want
to open the closet door?
a. They are afraid
b. It is Mrs. Goose's closet
c. Ladies go first
d. Your own answer
Inference
Mrs. Goose got the fishpole
because Recall
a. She wanted to protect herself
b. She had to fight Black Cat
c. She liked fishing
d. Your own answer
Why did Mrs. Goose put the clock
in the closet?
a. It works better in the closet
b. So thieves would not get it
c. So she could not hear its sound
d. Your own answer
Recall
The animals help the silly, forgetful
Mrs. Goose because
a. She makes them laugh
b. They have time to waste
c. They are her friends
d. Your own answer
Inference
This story tells us Inference
a. The dark is frightening
b. Your imagination can make you afraid
c. You should not put a clock in the closet
d. Your own answer
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9. There was a muffled noise in Vocabulary
the closet. Muffled means:
a . Loud
b. Unclear
c. Sharp
d. Your own words
10. They got the broom and the .. , ,
feather duster. Duster means: ocabulary
a. A person
b . A bird
c. A brush
d. Your own words
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The Clown Who Forgot How to Laugh
WRITE AN X IN FRONT OF THE CORRECT ANSWER
1.
What is this story about? Main Idea
a. A circus
b. A fake clown
c. Learning how to laugh
d. Write in your own answer if you wish
2.
Write the name that you would
give to this story. Main Idea
3.
The story takes place Recall
a. In a house
b. Inside the circus
c . On a road outside the circus
d. Write in your own answer if you wish
4.
What do the three girls in the
story tell the clown to do?
Recall
a. Play ball
b. Jump rope
c. Read comic books
d. Write in your own answer if you wish
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5.
After the two boys leave the
clown, then • Recall
a. The clown starts to laugh
b. The clown meets a girl who is crying
c. The clown chases the boys
d. Write in your own answer if you wish
6.
The clown has lost his job at
the circus because Inference
a. He can not do tricks
b. He is no longer funny
c. He could not walk the tightrope
d. Write your own answer if you wish
7.
This story teaches us * Inference
a. All clowns must laugh
b. Circus life is fun
c. When you help someone else, you help yourself
d. Write your own answer if you wish
8.
Who is this story about? Main Idea
a. The girl who lost her money
b. The clown
c. The three girls
d. Write in your own answer if you wish
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9. The Little Clown said wearily,
"But now I can't find anything
to laugh at .
"
In the story, wearily means
Vocabulary
a. tired
b. angry
c. confused
d. Write in your own answer if you wish
10. "I don't think I understand." said the
Little Clown doubtfully. Vocabulary
In the story, doubtfully means
a. angry
b . sad
c. puzzled
d. Write in your own answer if you wish
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Scoring Sheet for Taped Interviews
Student Grade Teacher
Story "Who
' s There" Storytelling
Drama
Included in retelling:
1
.
setting (Goose explains problem to ducks at
the pond
.
)
2. initiating event (Goose opened closet and
heard noise
.
)
3. internal response (Goose's fear, worry and
goal to find out what happened.)
4. attempt (Goose gets friends to go to house
and open closet.)
5. consequence (Mrs. Goose opens door and dis-
covers clock.)
6. reaction (Mrs. Goose recalls why she placed
clock in closet.)
Characters: Mrs. Goose Ducks
Squirrel Cat
Details
:
1. Why Mrs. Goose thinks something is alive in
the closet. (Noise or she heard something.)
2. Why a fishing pole is suggested. (Something
to chase or hit it with, to protect them-
selves
. )
3 . Reasons for friends not opening door:
as stated (It was Mrs. Goose's closet.)
real reason (They were afraid of what
was inside
. )
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Explanation by Mrs. Goose (Why clock was in
closet
. )
Reaction of friends. (They are glad to help
a friend even if she is a bit silly.)
Expressive retelling
Comments
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Scoring Sheet for Taped Interviews
Student Grade Teacher
Story "The Clown Who Couldn't Laugh” Storytelling
Drama
Included in retelling:
1. Setting (Circus, sitting outside on log.)
2. Initiating event (Clown had forgotten how to
laugh and had lost job.)
3. Internal response (Sad, head in hands trying
to figure out how to laugh again.)
4. Attempt (Listens to two suggestions.)
5. Consequence (Does tricks for little girl.)
6
.
Reaction (Discovers "secret" helping others
to forget their troubles, making others
happy.
)
Characters
:
clown girls boys
little girl fat man
Details
:
1 . What happened to the clown when he couldn't
laugh? (Lost his job.)
2 . Why couldn't clown laugh? (He had forgotten
how. )
3 . Suggestions from girls. (Read a comic book.)
4 Suggestions from fat man. (Eat sausage and
bread
. )
Remarks from boys. (Clown doesn't seem like
a real clown.)
5 .
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6- Reason little girl is crying. (She has lost
her money for the circus.)
7. Clown's help. (He does tricks that make her
laugh
.
)
8. Secret of feeling like laughing. (Helping
others, helps yourself.)
Expressive retelling
Comments
l

